
Chapter I

THE PLATEAU OF SEVEN TOWNS

1-GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION, GEOLOGIC IDRIC AND GEO-MORPHOLOGIC FEATURES.

The plateau of seven towns, better known as plateau of Asiago ( Altopiano di Asiago), is settled in 
the district of Vicenza. It covers 44600 hectares of mountainous territory. Asiago is the biggest city 
with 6500 inhabitants and it represents the economic and administrative centre.
The plateau is a wide waved plain with northern boundary made of mountains, in arch’s shape. The 
most important mountains are: Larici (2033), Portule (2307), Dodici (2336), mount Ortigara (2106) 
etc.. To the east there is the valley of Brenta, while to the west there is the valley of Astico. The 
south also presents mountains, but less important and high than the north’s ones.
The plateau shows three deep valleys; the most important is the valley of Assa that finishes into the 
valley of Astico, while the valleys of Frenzela and Gadena end in the valley of Brenta.
The calcareous rock of the plateau has typical cracks, valleys, funnels, that all together create the 
wide carsic phenomenon. This is the cause of rare and little sources, instead of high rainfall.
All the water is adsorbed and collected inside the plateau and then it comes out again at its base in 
the shape of well known sources as the Oliero’s one and the Brenta’s one.



Landscape of the plateau.



Map of the plateau.



2-HISTORIC-ADMINISTRATIVE AND STATISTIC NOTES
The plateau has a peculiar history due to the people who lived there, in fact they had a culture and a 
language completely different from those of the inhabitants of the planes. Since 1310 they decided 
to unite in a confederation, with seat in Asiago, commanded by 14 agents or delegates . Every two 
years  during  a  public  meeting,  all  the  family’s  leaders  of  a  town  chose  two  among  them,  to 
represent the town in the confederation. In the same way the agents chose a chancellor, who had to 
administer the community richness and to attend to the relations with the near territories: Venice, 
Padova,  Vicenza,  Verona,  Bassano  and  Marostica.  In  all  this  cities  the  Confederation  was 
represented by some diplomats called “nunzi della reggenza” ( regency’s nunci ). The confederation 
was called “Messer regency of the seven towns” or league of the Seven Lands. This confederation, 
even if submitted during the centuries to many ruling seignories (Scaligeri, Visconti, Serenissima 
Republic of Venice,  Austria),  had always special and great privileges and it  constituted a small 
autonomous state, free and independent.
In the hall of the Regency’s palace in Asiago was written:
SLEGHE UN LUSAAN-GENEBE UN WUSCHE-GHEL ROTZ ROBAAN DISE SAINT SIBEN- 
ALTE KOMEUN- PRUDERE LIBEN
(Asiago and Lusiana Enego e Foza- Gallio Rotzo e Roana. These are the seven- ancient towns- dear 
brothers).

At the beginning of the XV century the Viscontis (tutelary lords of the Altopiano di Asiago) and the 
lords of Carrara were fighting and the plateau didn’t feel safe any more under their protection. The 
Regency, to save its autonomy and protect its freedom, sent to the doge of Venice two officials in 
order to ask him to became member of the Republic. It was February 1404 and they promised for 
this to give a tribute every year and to watch over the mountains and the valleys adjacent to Austria. 
The doge Michele Steno accepted the proposal of the Regency, confirmed the ancient privileges and 
promised protection. This agreement lasted for four centuries, until the treaty of Campoformio.
In 1623 the Regency, with the invitation of the Republic of Venice, decided to form a territorial 
militia because of the continuous Austrian menaces.
The small army had 1500 men. They had to protect and defend the frontiers of the Regency (and so 
northern borders of the Republic of Venice). The soldiers wore the “velada”, a green jacket with the 
tips turned over, a red waistcoat, a woollen hat with the right wing folded, above which there was a 
cockade or a little fir’s brunch. They also wore short trousers with red strings and leather’s shoes.
The militia was commanded by a captain, then there were captains of “centuria” (group of 100 
men), ensigns, corporals and soldiers. The militia’s flag was white with the lion of S. Mark (symbol 
of Venice) on a side and the symbol of the Regency (seven heads) on the other one. The Regency’s 
militia didn’t have to fight together with the Republic’s army, but when there was the war against 
the Turkish empire (1644-1669), they helped it with no hesitations. There were many volunteers for 
the war and the people contributed with economic aids too.
Venice gave to the Regency, as a reward, the Republic’s flag (a silk white flag, with the lion of 
Venice holding a cross and the symbols of Candia, Morea and the Regency). The glorious flag is 
actually in the town hall of Asiago and it’s the only relic survived to the first world war.



The Repubblic's flag given to the Regency in the town hall of Asiago.

In 1631 the Lansquenets came to Italy and they brought and scattered the plague all over northern 
Italy. The disease was first in the north west and later in Veneto. In the plateau it first developed in 
Roana and then Asiago (1631). It lasted nine months and there were 1500 dead. Another episode of 
plague happened in 1636, but this time it was less wide.
In 1709 Frederich IV , king of Denmark, made a journey to Italy and after Florence and Venice, he 
stopped in Vicenza. While he was there, he heard about the plateau of the seven towns and its 
people, the descendants of the ancient Cimbers, so he wanted to visit it.
When he arrived to Asiago he got a solemn and joyful welcome. The people greeted him screaming 
: ”Is leben unser konig” (long life to our king). Hearing this and later other conversations, the king 
understood that the people of the plateau had a Nordic origin. So since that moment, the plateau got 
many visits and studies of historians from Denmark, Sweden and Germany. 
During the XVIII century the plateau had a period of harmony and tranquillity until the arrival of 
Napoleon.
The people of the plateau in fact felt astonished of news about the French revolution and especially 
about the massacres made in the name of freedom. These facts impressed so much because the 



Regency was organized with the same democratic principles since 1310. They thought that they 
weren’t new and that there was no danger for their Regency. But the end of the federation was 
coming.
In 1796 Napoleon occupied the Piemonte and the Lombardia, he defeated the Austrians in Bassano 
and one year later he proclaimed the end of the Republic of Venice. The people of the plateau felt 
sorry and lost, but they suddenly thought that they had to save their politic structure. So they made a 
treaty that pledged the French men to respect the autonomy and the politic structure of the Regency, 
which since that moment was called municipality. But the French men wanted the plateau to depend 
on the central government of Bassano-Vicenza and this disappointed the people.
During the napoleonic dominion the plateau put up with humiliations, violences and vexations so 
when in October the 17th 1797 (treaty of Campoformio) the Veneto was annexed to Austria, people 
rejoiced for this event. Since 1798 to 1807 the life on the plateau was quiet because Austria let the 
Regency govern according  to  its  ancient  rules.  But  the  Austrian  empire  asked  the  Regency to 
increase the small army, because it  was a strategic place and Napoleon was coming back from 
Egypt.  In fact in 1805 the French army reached Asiago and the Austrians had to leave Veneto. 
January  the  1st 1806  Napoleon  I,  emperor  of  France  and  king  of  Italy,  declared  the  Regency 
suppressed  and  incorporated  to  the  reign  of  Italy.  So  after  five  centuries  the  smallest  politic 
federation of Europe and the oldest (except for Switzerland) ended, it was 1807.
The french dominion on the plateau lasted only 8 years and Franz I, emperor of Austria, became the 
owner of the lombardo-veneto reign, according to the congress of Wien (1815). But the Austrians 
didn’t want to re-establish the ancient institutions and the Altopianesi ( inhabitants of the plateau) 
showed their dissatisfaction. However the Austrians respected the craftsmanship, the education and 
the religious traditions so the economic and life’s conditions got better during those years.
In 1848 there were revolutions all over Italy against the Austrians and also the people of the plateau 
took part to these events. The first impulse came from the university students and among these: 
Giulio Vescovi, Cristiano Lobbia and Giuseppe Pertile.
The Austrians increased the surveillance on the people and they ordered not to show revolutionary 
symbols (cockades, flags etc. with italian colours). Venice rebelled and proclaimed the Republic 
and soon after Vicenza and Bassano drove out the Austrians. In Asiago some volunteers, coming 
from all the Seven Towns, organized a small army called Cimber legion and later Crusaders.
The Cimber legion fought  against  the Austrians  in  Enego and in the valley of  Astico,  but  the 
Austrian army was too strong and huge for them and so Enego and the towns of the valley of Astico 
were destroyed and burned.
In the meantime also Venice was trying to resist to the austrian pressure, but without success.
In the meantime the priest of Asiago Don Martini was reading to the people in the church the 
bulletins and the orders of the pope Pio IX, of Manin and of the secret committee and for this 
reason he was banished.
The rebels of the plateau hid in the caves of the Castelloni di S.Marco or under the bridge of the 
stream Pèchalle.



Unfortunately many of these patriots died of diseases, caught because of cold and humidity. But 
people wasn’t frightened and began a period of silent war, of secret societies and tricks against the 
oppressor.
During the period between 1849 and 1859 Asiago was garrisoned with many soldiers and there 
were continuous searches and seizures. However patriots always found the way to make a fool of 
the enemy’s troops.
The  II  independence  war  started  and  many  Altopianesi  fought  with  the  Piemontese  army and 
Garibaldi. In 1860 many men from the plateau took part to the expedition called “Spedizione dei 
1000”. The most famous of them is the general Lobbia, an engineer who fought in Milazzo and 
Messina. Another one was Cunico Bortolo, who got two medals for his valour.
The liberation of Veneto wasn’t far and in fact in 1866 the III independence war gave finally back 
that land to Italy.
The general Lobbia distinguished himself in this war too, in the battle of Bezzecca and Caffaro. 
During this last one he took possession of the austrian army treasure that was later used for the 
army of Garibaldi. That treasure was divided in two parts and hidden in two places called Lobbia 
Alta and Lobbia Bassa (Adamello) in memory of that event.
Later, when the king Vittorio Emanuele II arrived in Padova after the liberation, the abbot Pertile 
from Asiago , rector of the University, welcame him.
When the italian army arrived to Asiago, there were three days of celebration. After the war, Italy 
had to negotiate the new frontiers with Austria, but this one was able to obtain many advantageous 
positions.  Especially, they obtained a wedge which penetrated the plain of Po and included the 
valley of Astico. So the frontier was on the plateau and for this reason both Austrians and Italians 
built many forts.
The unity of Italy wasn’t complete without Trento and Trieste and, at the beginning of the I world 
war in 1914, Italy was neutral even if all the forts were active.
Austria and Germany were in war also with Serbia at that time and the people of the plateau was 
afraid of an austrian attack. So in May the 24th 1915 Italy declared war on Austria and the same day 
at 3.55 p.m. there was the first cannon shot. In 1916 the Austrian army started the Strafexpedition 
with the intent to pass the barricade of the plateau and to reach the plain of Veneto. The whole 
plateau was bombed and people had to escape fast. 
“People  was  descending  the  plateau  with  no  destination,  scared  of  bombardments  and  of  the 
destruction of their land, while the Alpini battalions were going up there, where there was only 
death” remembers a refugee of that time.
The plateau was completely destroyed and burned. Although the austrian army was more powerful 
than the italian one, there was a heroic resistance on southern part of the plateau. The battles were 
terrible and they seemed to have no end until  at  the end of June, when the Austrian command 
suspended the Strafexpedition because of that extreme italian resistance.  So the Strafexpedition 
failed and the Austrians retreated to the Ortigara. 
In 1917 started the battle of Ortigara, a terrible fight known as the torment of the Alpini. Both 
Austrian  and  Italian  army  had  huge  losses,  with  hand  to  hand  fighting,  poison  gas  and  gun-



machines everywhere.  After 20 days of fight the Italians had to retreat.  In that battle died 461 
officers, 12700 Alpini and about 6000 infantrymen. There is no comment.
On  the  top  of  the  Ortigara  the  survivors  put  later  a  column with  the  inscription  “LEST WE 
FORGET”.
A survived alpino, Mr. Ambrosini Marco from Asiago tells: “We left Col del Campanaro in the 
night  going  to  Passo  dell’Agnella.  We walked  on  a  way where  there  were  hundreds  of  dead. 
Sometimes we trod on someone of them. We were young at that time and during the war, we began 
to take less notice of these things. When we reached the exit three carabineers told us to go out 
slowly while the gun machines were shooting. Sometimes someone fell, I heard cries, I remember a 
voice calling for his mum. But there was no time to listen, to stop, to help the wounded and the 
dying men; we had to clamber over them. I was 22 years old and I began to run. We took by to 
assault the Ortigara. I’ve never seen so many dead! My God! They shot against us furiously, but we 
arrived near the summit, only 70 metres away. And later on the top. The mountain seemed a huge 
pyre of fire and smoke”.
For three times on the Ortigara summit waved the Italian flag and then the Austrian flag. And both 
of them had incalculable losses.
The year later there was the last decisive battle, called the battle of the three mountains (Col del 
Ross,  Col  d’Ecchelen  and  Monte  Val  Bella).  With  this  battle  Italians  stopped  definitively  the 
Austrians.  At  the  end  of  1918  they  were  fighting  all  over  the  plateau,  but  the  enemy  had  to 
surrender and retreat. War was over, it was November the 4th 1918 and finally the Italian flag was 
on the plateau. 
As soon as the war was over, the refugees came back to their land joyful and sad at the same time. 
Everything was destroyed: no houses, no streets, no woods, no forests, no lawns, nothing at all.
Later all the towns were built again, but in a different way, with a more modern appearance, but less 
characteristic. 
23 years later started the II world war and people of the plateau fought once more in Italy and 
abroad ( Africa, Greece, Albany, Yugoslavia, Russia...), in our mountains as partisans and in the 
concentration camps, bearing witness of their love for the Country and freedom.



The mountain Ortigara.



Chapter II

INHABITANTS OF THE PLATEAU

Even in the ancient time the plateau has always been populated. In the prehistory there was the 
hunter man. In the cave of “Obar der leute” and in the “bears cave” the research workers found a lot 
of instruments made of flint and bone belonging to the palaeolithic age (40000-30000 years b.C.).
The rock engravings of the Valley of Assa , discovered in the 1980, belong to different periods. The 
oldest, which show animals, go back to the Epipalaeolithic age. The Neolithic age is represented by 
many religious symbols, while the Enaeolithic age by many stylized humans.
The engravings of  some daggers  and the  images of  animals,  objects  and people  belong to the 
bronze’s age. Some other engravings of alphabet’s  letters  in north Etruscan style  belong to the 
iron’s age (100 b.C.). In this last period in the Veneto region the population of the Retis and later of 
the Venetis, (both arrived in the VIII century from the Danube’s lands) developed. In the same time 
also the Etruscans colonized the north as far as the valleys of the north-east of Italy, as confirmed 
by the alphabet’s letters found even in Rotzo. Their advance was stopped around the 500 a.C. from 
the Galliums, who colonized all the north of Italy. Typical of this period is the discovery of some 
rectangular huts of the Bostel in Rotzo.
Around the 225 b.C. finally arrived the Romans, who built  streets through the valleys for their 
trading  and  military  needs.  They  also  constituted  strongholds  and  exploited  the  wools  of  the 
mountain’s  zones.  The  burned  ruins  of  the  Bostel  are  suggestive  of  a  Roman’s  punishment 
expedition against the Galliums, probably because these last  attacked and plundered the parties 
passing along the valley of Astico.
After the victory of Druso and Tiberio on the  gallium-retiche tribes, the latin spread all over the 
north so that, at the end of the Roman’s empire, everybody spoke vernacular latin.
All the populations of the north of Italy were descended from celtic-germanic people, who had been 
living in that territory before, during and after the roman’s dominion.
This is the reason why the roman’s legions of the north were constituted by germanic people, who 
took  with  themselves  their  families.  Furthermore,  the  lands  were  often  cultivated  by germanic 
servants and settlers and often the lands themselves were awarded to the soldiers, especially in the 
strategic zones, as a remuneration for military service.
Finally Rome gave permission to some germanic tribes to enter in Italy to reclaim wide areas.
After the collapse of Rome started a period of barbaric invaders domain: the Eruli (476-493), the 
Goti (493-552), the Longobardi (568-774), the Franchi (774-843). Since 844 to 1200 the north of 
Italy belonged to Germany. Evidences of these periods and of these populations are numerous all 
over Vicenza and northern Italy. So these are the same populations of germanic race, who occupied 
the territories of our interest, even if the settlements were especially at the feet of the mountains. 
The plateau was used in some strategic points, particularly adapted to control the valleys, to build 



some fortifications, while in the inner zones there were rare groups of houses of breeders and wood-
cutters. Only northern area, higher and less accessible, was used for hunting. Finally the principal 
places names as Rotzo, Lusiana, Gallio and also others show clearly latin derivation. Even if there 
is  no  ancient  historic  information  and  no  adequate  archaeological  finds,  these  names  would 
whatever represent a sufficient proof of late-ancient permanent settlements and maybe roman too on 
the plateau.
The settlement and the superimposition of so many populations in the centre and in the north of 
Italy can be understood if we consider that even before the roman empire’s defeat, the peninsula 
showed wide extents of uncultivated lands, in the fertile plain of Po too.
At the end of the war with the Goti (552 a.C.), the mentioned territories had few people because of 
the massacres and the continuous famines and pestilences during that period. Also in the 565 a.C. 
there was an other terrible pestilence followed by a famine’s period. This explains how, only three 
years later,  in 568 a.C., a small  army of Longobardi could conquer in short time almost whole 
northern Italy.
The historians of that time however give us an exaggerated picture of the demographic situation 
because the Longobardi never represented more than 5-8% of the population. With the Longobardi 
(especially  during  king  Agilulfo’s  reign,  590-615  )  began  new  immigrations  of  people  from 
Germany with the intent to dam rivers, drain marshes, clear the extents covered in forests and raise 
the  military  force.  Probably  their  presence  on  the  plateau  together  with  other  celtic-germanic 
populations can explain the existence of many places dedicated to gods of the nordic culture, that 
partly went on and partly replaced the previous traditions. This was possible because in 600 a.C. the 
most of Longobardi wasn’t converted to Christianity yet.
After the Longobardi, the Franchi acted in the same way. Even Carlo Magno, as documented, sent 
many  Saxons  to  Italy  and  precisely  to  the  plain  of  Po.  These  germanic  populations  gradually 
integrated  to  the  previous  gallium-retico substratum  (of  vernacular  latin  language).  The 
Longobardi’s  and Carolingi’s deeds increased a lot the population, but in spite of this, it was still 
very small compared to the width of the uninhabited lands.
Later there was a fundamental impulse with the Ottoni and the other german emperors, who begun 
to  allot  fiefs  in  the  italian  territory  to  their  nobles.  These,  with  their  courts  and workers,  left 
especially the Bavaria, going to the new countries. So we can notice that even in Veneto there were 
many villages and boroughs and that the nobles kept the longobarda or germanic law ( a clear clue 
of their origin).
The historian G. Fasoli shows the presence of people of germanic origin in the XI century both in 
Bassano and in Astico’s lands. These new migrant movements, caused by a great demographic raise 
began around the half of the XI century and ended around the half of the XIV century, with a height 
in  the  XII  century.  This  phenomenon  involved  the  whole  Europe  and  it  caused  enormous 
movements of populations. Although wider cultivated lands, in many regions of Europe there were 
alimentary shortages and famines too. This happened because of climatic changes (reason of poor 
harvests),  of lack of commerce (for politic reasons) and finally of inadequate road system (that 
didn’t allow a useful alimentary aid from other regions). So people had to emigrate to search new 
territories to colonize. Other reasons that pushed people to leave their regions were the hardness of 



the  feudal  yoke  and  the  hope  for  a  wider  freedom.  But  probably  the  main  reason  was  the 
promulgation, made by bishops, counts, other feudal overlords and the towns of northern Italy, of 
laws in favour to immigration, with the promise to get as a gift territories to clear, material and 
spiritual aids and moreover a government with light taxations.
Where did these populations come from? Which germanic race do they belong to? When did they 
settle in our interest’s territory? In the past years the scholars discussed a lot about the fact that the 
inhabitants  of  the  seven  towns  (Vicenza)  and  of  the  thirteen  towns  (Verona)  were  or  not  the 
descendants of the germanic population called Cimbers.
The Cimbers arrived in Italy from Jutland around 133 a.C. and they were defeated from the Romans 
of Caio Mario and Quinto Catullo in 102 a.C. at the campi Raudii. The first historian who made this 
supposition was A. Marzaglia in the XIV century. He was suddenly enthusiastically supported from 
many men of letters and historians (italian and foreign) of his time and of the following years. 

                                                 Route “Del Piovan”, it connects Pedescala and Rotzo.

Other historians located the “Campi Raudii”in the plain between Vercelli and Novara (in Piemonte) 
and so there was a depate with the ones who located them in the south of Verona.



Only  the  studies  of  famous  linguists  as  A.  Schmeller  and  Kronzmayer  were  able  to  give  a 
convincing answer.  They showed that  the language of Cimbers  was an ancient  german dialect, 
which had kept through the centuries. This was due to the isolation of that population of german 
language,  who was  surrounded  by  Italians.  Their  careful  studies  and  the  comparison  with  the 
modern german let them locate clearly the origin's place of that people: the southern Bavaria and 
the western Tirol (Inn valley, Otz valley, Lochtal valley and Loisach valley). 
They were also able to date the emigration's periods of that people between the XII and the XIII 
centuries. The Cimbers mixed for sure with the pre-existent populations of the plateau (Neolatins, 
Gothics and Longobardi).
In short we can say that the settlement of the so called Cimbers on the plateau and the surrounding 
area took place between 1050 and 1300 (height between 1100 and 1200). Moreover we can say that 
they settled in a scarcely populated area so that their culture prevailed rapidly over the local one, 
keeping till nowadays.



Chapter III

THE ORIGIN OF ROTZO

Now we’re going to deal with the origin and the evolution of the most western town of the plateau, 
Rotzo.
This is really important because all the Slaviero families come from this town. 
Rotzo with its hamlets Castelletto and Albaredo, is the most ancient inhabited centre of the plateau. 
In fact it has been mentioned since 917 a.C.
Its name should derive from the dialect of Vicenza (vicentino) “rozzo”, that means group of houses, 
or more probably from the latin “roteus, rotius” that means enclosure. According to Dal Pozzo it 
can derive also from the latin “rothum” that means “cleared land” or from the german “rotts” that 
means “boulder, rock, mountain”.
At the beginning Castelletto was more important because it was built around a castle overlooking 
the valley of Astico. This castle , built before 1000 a.C., with the bishop’s permission (or order) was 
a defence from eventual aggressions of invaders.

                    Rotzo (winter).

Probably the same place had a castle even previously built from the Arimanns, who later on became 
farmers and breeders.



S. Margherita’s  church, settled between Castelletto  and Rotzo, is  a clear  clue of a  Longobarda 
presence, since that population was very devout to that saint. According to Dal Pozzo the church 
was built before 1000 a.C., and it had many priests and a churchyard.
The people of western part of the plateau (and also from Asiago and Gallio) came there and buried 
there their dead.
Other researches show the first half of the XI century as the most probable period of construction. 
This should confirm that at that time the native culture was still dominant and that only after 1100 
the population from Germany increased. This last was called from the bishop of Padova to colonize 
and populate the mountains.  Around the XIII century the town of Rotzo was important  for the 
number of inhabitants, for its strategic position and for the extent of its territory. These last covered 
the valley of Astico as far as the guard’s towers, the valley of horses, the selva Magna, the territory 
of Roana and the mountains Vezzena, Costa, Manazzo and Camporosà. In 1301 Rotzo still included 
the territory of Roana, that soon after came off and became a new town. In 1312 Rotzo, Roana and 
the other towns of the plateau founded a confederation. This is the sign of a cultural-linguistic 
identity,  of  common  interests  and  of  an  increase  of  inhabitants.  Many  documents  show  the 
importance of Rotzo during that period in western plateau. They also certificate its function as a 
reference and development centre for the people.



Chapter IV

THE ORIGIN OF THE SURNAME SLAVIERO

The first documents quoting this surname are actually the following ones:
− February the 1st 1451. A lease between Mr. Apolloni di Iseppo, from Carrè and Pietro, son of 

Giacomo Slaviero, from Rotzo. In this document Mr. Apolloni leases some estates located in 
Rotzo and Mezzaselva.

− June the 27th 1453. A document mentions Giacomo, son of Gerardo Slaviero, from Rotzo, as 
witness.

− May the 9th 1483. The testament of  Dominici Antoni Celle de Albaredo quotes as witness ser 
Gerardo quondam ser Iacobi Slaveri.

Going back again I.M. Slaviero found, looking up in the Catastici indici of the Registry of deeds 
of Vicenza, a first document of 1440. This is the acquisition certificate of an estate done by 
Bertoldo fu Michele dai Ronchi,  from the town of  Rozzo,  represented by  Iacobus quondam 
Girardi and  Iohanis  quondam  Mathei  ambos  de  Rotii,  sindici  et  procuratores  Rotio  
comunitatis.... 

In another document of 1437 about a lease he found “Livello di Nicolò Coutin with Giacomo da  
Rozzo”,  the witnesses are once more  Iohani quondam Mathei de Casteleto et  Iacobo quondam  
Girardi de Albaredo pertinentiae Rotii.
It’s for sure that this Giacomo is really a Slaviero for many reasons:
-first of all in the few documents of that period about the people of Rotzo the homonymy’s cases 
are reduced and so it’s easier to see one's way clear;
-the first-born at that time, very often has the name of his grandfather, so there is only one Giacomo 
of Gerardo;
-apart from that, the name “ser” means a sort of importance in the town of Rotzo and, looking for 
the same person in other certificates of the town, he appears as a representative of Rotzo.
-finally there is a document where it’s clear that he was living in Albaredo, an hamlet of Rotzo and 
the exact place of origin of the Slavieros.



               Albaredo of Rotzo.

A fundamental  document  is  a  testament  written  in  may  the  21th  1492 about  Giovanni  del  fu  
Giacomo Slaviero from Rotzo. The reading of this testament give us this family tree:

       ser Jacobi da  Alberedo

Domenico 1492 vivo          Johannes 1492 vivo    Gerardum
Petrum

     Caterina   Bartolomeum      Jacobi            Petrum      Giorgium
                                              1492
mortomorto

Silvestrum

 Iohannem

Petrum

morto

A careful and patient analysis permitted identifying the base of the family tree (tab 3).
All the Slaviero families, or almost all of them, which were living in the ancient fief of Rotzo or in 
the territory on the right side of the valley Assa, descend certainly from a single stock.
Almost  all  of  them because  the  presence  of  some Slavieros  in  Asiago (about  whom there  are 
actually no document attesting relationship with the Slavieros of Rotzo) creates some uncertainties. 
Probably they come from the same descent and they are already called Slaviero. If it wasn’t so, they 



would have taken a different  common noun because the surname appears  exactly  during those 
years.
The probability that it was so it’s really high, but not demonstrable. Nevertheless the existence of 
Slaviero families in Asiago during the XVI century became less intense and then disappeared, apart 
for that in the following centuries it’s purely episodic.
In  the  other  towns of  the  Regency at  the  east  of  Rotzo-Roana,  there’s  almost  no trace  of  the 
existence of Slaviero residents.
Some other important comments are:
-the ancient stock of Slavieros is located in Albaredo, from which it develops to Rotzo, Mezzaselva, 
Roana and Canove.
-it’s a period of high demographic raise: families are numerous and the homonymy’s cases become 
frequent so that they need to use nicknames. The first example is the distinction between three 
Giovanni Slaviero existing at the same time in Albaredo: Johannes (Giovanni) Gerardi, Johannes  
Bartholomeum and Johannes Iob.
This last nickname is still used nowadays in Rotzo after five centuries: they are the actual “Giopi”.
The deducible information is fragmentary because, even if documents are getting frequent, they 
aren’t complete about relatives, because they were used for different purposes.
For all these reasons it’s clear that it’s impossible to be complete and also that it’s easy to make 
mistakes attributing one person to a family instead of another. 
The demographic raise, the high mortality, the movements, the events, the homonymy, the lack of 
identifying data and the instability of life’s length are (more than once) insuperable obstacles.
The situation doesn’t change in the following centuries, although the existence of a large quantity of 
evidences.

Gerardi de Alberedo 1437 morto

        Iacobi 1487 morto      Antonii
(all.A)

       Domenico           Iohannes                Petrum (all. B)
Gerardum

Caterina   Petrum    Iacobi Bartholomeum Giorgium   Pre’Iohannes Iohannes  Cristan
Tommaso                1510v.     1492 v.     1518 v.          1539 v.         1520 m.    Gerardi.    1508 v.
1537 test.                (all. C)     (all. D)      (all.E)           (all. F)                           (all. G)
(all.H)     (all.I)

         Albero genealogico generale degli Slaviero

 Tabella  n. 3



All.A : SLAVIERO OF ASIAGO 

Petrum

       Ianese                              Silvestro                               Matteo

         Zamaria                Caterina                S imone                 Blasio

        Cristan                  P ietro                    Matteo

       Allegato B

 Domenico            Azolino sac.          Giacomo

  Cristan                Mattio             Zuane           Isabetta

                            Slaviero di Mezzaselva e Roana

All. B : SLAVIERO OF MEZZASELVA AND ROANA.

   Petrum

    Zuanne                               Tommaso

  Stefano

       Bartholomeum

  Giovanni
Bartholomeo

  Giacomo          Paolo

Allegato C Allegato E

Slaviero di Mezzaselva e Roana     Slaviero di Rotzo - Albaredo

Giovanni

All.C: SLAVIERO OF MEZZASELVA AND ROANA.
All.E: SLAVIERO OF ROTZO-ALBAREDO



Iacobi 1492 m.

Iohannem (Iacobi)

 Battista Iob                      A gnela                 M argaritta             Iacobi Iob

Cristan       Matteo       Battista          Corona          Barbara          Antonia

Zuanne      Cristan

Cristoforo

        Zamaria                          I seppo       Zuanne

            Cristan         M atteo        Zuanne          Gio Maria       Domenico

    ?       Gio Maria   Domenico sac.

   Gio Maria                 M atteo      Matteo sac.     Gio Antonio

Cipriana   Margherita    Matteo   Cristiano   Gio Battista  Matteo   Gio Domenico sac.   Giovanna
                                                                                           n. 1813           n 1805

              Antonio sac.
                n. 1833

    Gio battista        Maria Madd.     Dom. Antonio          Dom. Luigia    Gio Maria
      n. 1841               n. 1846              n. 1850                      n. 1855            n 1853

     Allegato D

                                           Slaviero detti “Giop”

 Grisignano di Zocco              Valdagno e Rovigo                 Rotzo e Albaredo



Chapter V

THE COMMON PROPERTY

Since the first documents we can find some Slavieros committed in the civil administration. At that 
time it were surely easier that a man, sooner or later, were called to the public affairs. 
The community were in fact as a big family where the general welfare and the single’s welfare 
coincided, at least partly.
The  family-chiefs  during  the  “vicinie”(public  meeting  called  from bells  and from the  “degan” 
himself) took decisions and elected their representatives.
The public appointments were:
-DECANO: (degan) the nowaday mayor
-SINDACO: the nowaday chairman
-CONSIGLIERE: the nowaday councillor
-NOTAIO: he drafted the deeds of public activities
-NUNZIO and PROCURATORE: person entrusted to accomplish a specific order for the town.
-ESATTORE: person employed in taxes collection.
-CONTISTA: person employed in keeping accounts.
-SALTARIO: the nowaday municipal policeman.
During the vicinie they were interested in everything: the administration of the common property, 
the properties of the Regency,  the determination and the collection of taxes, the perish and the 
appointment of his rector, the support of orphans and poor, the keeping of the public order and 
legality, the legal action against third party,  the payment of taxes to the governor state and the 
relations with it.
The public representatives  were chosen among mature  men,  wise and with experience,  besides 
competent. They were elected in rotation and they were in office for a short time, then for some 
years they couldn’t be elected any more, accordingly to the importance of the previous office. This 
probably happened to avoid an abuse of power.
This allowed many men to experience a public role.
Anyway there were conflicts and discords between the hamlets, called at that time “colonnelli”, and 
abuses of power of singles and of the most influential families even at that time. For this reason 
there were rules and statutes, which tried to regulate activities and behaviours in order to prevent 
controversies and wrongs, to overcome conflicts of interest and to favour concord and common 
welfare.
One of the first cases is a statute of July 1578 about the good running of the town of Rotzo after the 
fusion with the town of S.Pietro Valdastico.
Another one is a report of a meeting of January 1632 about the ordering of the town of Roana.



Finally in May 1642 an order of the Serenissima Republic of Venice about the running of all the 
Seven towns, which tried to join and complete the different rules of every towns of the Regency.

              Roana (winter).



                                           Mezzaselva of Roana.

1-ADMINISTRATORS OF THE IXX CENTURY

We know about a Slaviero administrator thanks to abbot Modesto Bonato who describes in his book 
“Trattato della lingua e letteratura cimbra” the journey of Andreas Schmeller, a famous German 
philologist, through our mountains.
Schmeller  here  tells  about  his  meeting  with  Antonio  Slaviero  and  Don  Matteo  Dal  Pozzo, 
respectively major of Rotzo and Priest native of the same town. It was September the 30th 1833. 
They travelled together to Rotzo and he tells about their strange language half Italian and half a sort 
of German that he couldn’t understand. Later,  during their walking in the dark path trough the 
forest, the moon suddenly appeared bright and full and Antonio Slaviero exclaimed “Bia huppesch 
leuctet der Mano!”. In that moment those words were as clear as the moon in the sky and it seemed 
to Schmeller to hear the german sounds of  the IX century as he rarely had heard before in his life.



Another important feature in the community was Aurelio Slaviero, an engineer from Asiago, son of 
Gerardo.  He was chairman of  the workingmen’s  society of  Asiago,  than councillor  and finally 
chairman from 1885 to 1890.

             S. Pietro Valdastico

2-ADMINISTRATORS OF THE XX CENTURY

Orlando Slaviero from Pressana 
Orlando  Slaviero  (Verona’s  district)  was  mayor  of  the  same  city  from  1950  until  1952.  He 
substituted for the resigned mayor and in that short time he worked hardly and he executed some 
important public works: the road Pressana-Crosare, the cemetery and the primary school.

Carla Slaviero from Rotzo
Carla Slaviero was mayor from 1964 until 1970 and she was elected from a counsel made only of 
women. That event was absolutely rare and not compared yet  and it won all  the first  pages of 
magazines and newspapers.
Men had refused to set up a new administration of the town protesting against the missed solution 
of a long legal dispute. This action about the possession of  “civic uses” opposed Rotzo and its 
ancient hamlets S.Pietro and Pedescala.
Women intervened presenting their list because they didn’t want to put their town under the care of 
a prefectorial commissioner.
They were rewarded because the list got more than 50% of votes. So guided from the teacher, Carla 
Slaviero (the only one who had had administrative experience before) and with a huge dose of 



bravery, realism and practical consciousness they succeeded and, after 30 years  of strains, they 
achieved the agreement.
Another important  credit  of that  majority was the realization of the main road to the valley of 
Astico.  This  allowed  better  and  faster  connections,  stopped  the  exodus  and  acted  as  an 
indispensable premise for a tourist development.

                                            Counsel and major of Rotzo 1964-1970 (Carla Slaviero in the centre with the white jacket).

Giorgio Slaviero from S.Pietro Valdastico       
Since he was young he took part to the politic life of his town. When he was 23 years old he was 
elected councillor, later peacemaker judge and for 10 years he was director of the game preserve. In 
1990 he became mayor of Valdastico.
Son of emigrants, he suddenly begun to have closer relations with the emigrants of his town, spread 
all over the world. In 1991 a lucky coincidence permitted to find the descendants of many families 
of Valdastico emigrated to Brazil in 1877. They had settled in a region called Rio Grande and they 
had founded a town, which they called S.Pietro Encantado, in memory of their town of origin. 
Actually they still speak the language of Veneto and they still have traditions and uses of their land 
of origin. The relationships between the two towns became so intense that in July the 23th 1994 
there were the twin cities ceremony.



            Encantado, Giorgio Slaviero signing the twin cities document.

Paolo Slaviero from Valdagno
From 1981 to  1993 he was  president  of  the  co-operative  society of  social  solidarity  called “Il 
Cerchio”. He was one of the fourteen partners who got the aim to create a work possibility for 
partially  handicapped people.  After  ten  years  in  1991 “il  Cerchio”  had eighty  partners  and its 
activity covered many different fields. For this project “il Cerchio” got many awards during the 
years.  In  1993 Paolo Slaviero  left  “il  Cerchio”  and founded a  new co-operative society called 
“Primula”, which takes care of the most serious handicapped people. He was president of this co-
operative  society  from  1993  to  1995,  when  he  left  to  become  chairman  of  public  works, 
environment and civil protection. Nevertheless talking with him, it’s clear that his heart is still set 
on “Primula”  and “il  Cerchio”  even if  he  hopes  that  these structures  wouldn’t  exist  any more 
because this would mean a complete integration of handicapped people in the society.



Chapter VI

THE RELIGIOUS FEELING

Our ancestors belonged to a community with strong religious feelings. These were everywhere, 
conditioning behaviours and choices. They were present in the administrative life too, as reported in 
all the documents found. The priest in fact was often called as witness in the civil meetings (vicinie) 
and frequently these took place in the church, while the public cash was kept in the presbytery.
The community had to guarantee the spiritual care with the presence of a priest. It was during the 
vicinie that they chose their priest by “gius patronatus” and they checked his actions. They had the 
duty to maintain the priest and the church.
They also elected some of them as “massari”, who had to care of the upkeep of religious buildings 
and their activities. The priest was strongly present in the life of everyday and our ancestors had a 
special veneration to God, holy Mary and the saints.
The feast days were important and so were the funerals, the prays, the litanies to the saints and the 
relic’s devotion.
Finally there are many documents which show that often people, according to their condition, gave 
funds to the churches, to other sacred places and for the support of religious confraternities. 



               S. Margherita's church.

             Albaredo of Rotzo. The ancient “Giop” house nowadays.



               Albaredo, the Puvel area.



Chapter VII

WORKS AND JOBS

For many centuries the main economic sources of Plateau’s people were agriculture,  wood and 
breeding. When these weren’t enough for the maintenance of the families, their only choice was 
emigration.
Agriculture in the most fertile and sunny places produced wheat, oats, barley, rye and hay. There 
were kitchen gardens with peas, beans, potatoes, Savoy cabbages and there were also orchards with 
cherry trees, apple trees and vines.
The poor and steep lands were used as pastures for sheep, cows, goats and pigs.
Many documents witness the existence of many Slaviero breeders and farmers as well as shepherds.
In autumn the shepherds moved to the plain with their animal to spend the winter. These were long 
and dangerous journeys so that someone of them made his will before leaving.
Also horses, donkeys and mules were indispensable for the work. 
An important work was the woodcutter. These men cut trees to produce wood for the saw-mills and 
they produced charcoal too.
The Cimbers who emigrated to Cansiglio (in Belluno’s area) at the beginning of the XIX century to 
exploit the rich and wide forests of that zone, with the permission of the Venice’s Dockyard, were 
four young woodcutters from Roana. Among them Giacomo, founder of the Slaviero families of 
Cansiglio.
Many people were also involved in the trade, especially animals and wood's ones.





             Gianclaudio Slaviero working in the forest.

1-DOCTORS
The  Slavieros  were  known in  the  plateau  like  doctors  and surgeons.  The first  doctor  Slaviero 
mentioned in a document dates back to 1400.
Often doctors were also notaries because in those days the two professions were carried out at the 
same time. At the beginning the medical and surgical profession were handed down from father to 
son but later it improved with university studies too.
THE FIRST GRADUATED DOCTORS
The first Slaviero proclaimed doctor in Medicine and Philosophy was Giovanni, son of Gerardo, in 
1623 at the university of Padova. Also Gerardo Slaviero, son of Orazio, graduated in Medicine and 
Philosophy in 1709 after having enrolled at the university of Padova.
Both  of  them had the enrolment.  This  is  really  important  because  at  that  time graduating  was 
possible with or without it. The enrolment involved duties and privileges and so it guaranteed more 
precision and seriousness. Their enrolment was among the people from the “Germanic nation”, who 
were the foreigners , considered or assimilated to the Germans.
They took their  degree  with  dissertation  in  front  of  the  Veneto  faculty  board,  where  appeared 
foreigners and non catholic students, and not in front of the Sacred faculty board which required 
express public declaration of Catholic religion.

LIST OF SLAVIERO DOCTORS 
1- Doc. Gerardo son of..?..from Rotzo: he worked from 1400 to 1435
2- Doc. Giacomo son of Gerardo from Rotzo: he worked from 1430 to 1475
3- Doc. Gerardo son of Giacomo from Rotzo: he worked from 1470 to 1500
4- Doc. Giovanni Gerardo son of Gerardo from Rotzo: he worked from 1490 to 1530



5- Doc. Giacomo son of Giovanni Gerardo from Rotzo: he worked from 1520 to 1550
6- Doc. Gio Maria son of Giacomo from Rotzo. He worked from 1540 to 1570
7- Doc. Giovanni son of Gio Maria from Rotzo: he worked until 1560
8- Doc. Gerardo son of Gio Maria from Rotzo: he worked from 1570 to 1605 (notary too)
9- Doc. Giovanni son of Gerardo from Rotzo: he worked from 1624 to 1675 (notary too)
10- Doc. Orazio son of Giovanni from Rotzo: he worked from 1670 to 1720 (notary too)
11- Doc. Gerardo son of Orazio from Rotzo. He worked from 1709 to 1753 (notary too)
12- Doc. Gerardo from Rotzo, graduated in 1828, he worked in Rotzo.
13- Doc. Gio Maria son of Antonio from Roana: graduated in 1835
14- Doc. Giuseppe son of Gerardo from Rotzo: working in Boara (Rovigo)
15- Doc. Ilarione son of Gerardo from Rotzo: graduated in 1864, he worked in Asiago until 

1886.
16- Doc. Aurelio son of Giuseppe from Vicenza: working in Vicenza and Milan.
17- Doc. Giuseppe son of Aurelio from Milan: actually working

2-NOTARIES
For three centuries the notaries had been practicing their profession in Rotzo and the Slavieros were 
numerous among them. They were erudite people, able to write in the official language of that time 
(neolatin and later italian) and at the same time able to understand the local language, Cimber.

LIST OF THE NOTARIES OF ROTZO
1-Slaviero Giovanni son of Gerardo from Rotzo (working period: 1501-1519)
2-Slaviero Giovanni son of Gio Maria from Rotzo (working period: 1555-1564)
3-Slaviero Gerardo son of Gio Maria from Rotzo (working period: 1573-1607)
4-Slaviero Gio Giacomo son of Gerardo from Rotzo (working period: 1601-1604)
5-Fornasa Fabio son of Gio Maria from Rotzo (working period: 1606-1626)
6-Slaviero Giovanni son of Girardo from Rotzo (working period: 1624-1675)
7-Slaviero Gerardo son of Giovanni from Rotzo (working period: 1645-1649)
8-Slaviero Francesco son of Gasparo from Rotzo (working period: 1660-1708)
9-Slaviero Orazio son of Giovanni from Rotzo (working period: 1676-1722)
10-Dalla Costa Giovanni son of Tomaso from Rotzo (working period: 1678-1739)
11-Slaviero Gerardo son of Orazio from Rotzo (working period: 1700-1752)
12-Toldo Antonio son of Battista from Rotzo (working period: 1725-1767)
13-Tondello Gio Giacomo son of Gaspare from Rotzo (working period: 1725-1775)
14-Dalla Costa Tomaso son of Gerardo from Rotzo (working period: 1745-1796)
15-Dal Pozzo Pietro Antonio son of Matteo from Rotzo (working period: 1775-1806)
16-Tondello Matteo son of Gio Giacomo from Rotzo (working period: 1776-1806)
17-Dal Pozzo Gio Domenico son of Gio Battista from Rotzo (working period: 1796-1801)

3-THE ENGINEER AURELIO SLAVIERO



During the IXX century two Slavieros graduated in engineering at the University of Padova. In 
1823 Gerardo Slaviero got the degree of engineer, but he went on with his studies at the University 
and graduated in Medicine and Surgery too. Later he worked as a doctor in Rotzo for many years.
In 1855 Aurelio Slaviero became engineer and he worked all his life in Asiago. He projected the 
elementary school of Asiago, even if his most important project is the bridge on the Assa. The 
building of this bridge took nine years and it was 135 metres long and 80 metres high. That bridge 
was really important for the plateau and especially for all the people living on the right side of Assa 
valley. The isolation of Roana, Rotzo and their helmets ended and it allowed faster and better links 
with the other towns of the plateau.
Unfortunately it had short life because in1916 it was destroyed during the first world war. The 
present day bridge was built in 1923.



          Roana's bridge.   

Chapter VIII

THE EMIGRATION

Since 1200 the inhabitants of Rotzo migrated to the centre of the plateau and to the surrounding 
territories, searching for work and better life’s conditions.
Someone emigrated to the cities, like Bassano and Padova, mostly working in the trade field or in 
some  other  art  and  craft.  Some  other  moved  to  the  plain  or  to  other  mountains  working  as 
shepherds, farmers and wood cutters.



Another important job was the miner, as documented from their numerous presence in Civillina and 
Tretto,  both coal fields at  that time. The miners and the wood cutters founded near Civillina a 
village called Rovegliana. This was the first settlement of northern part of Agno's valley. Its church 
was bounded to Rotzo with filial subjection, which should indirectly testify the origin of a large part 
of its first inhabitants.
During the XVIII century the migratory flow increased and exploded in the IXX century because of 
the collapse of agricultural-pastoral economy. At those days the emigration was to Europe, America 
and Australia. Whole families left forever the native lands because of famine and many other had to 
live separated with men working far away from home and women living alone with the children and 
the old.

SLAVIEROS EMIGRATED
There are many Slavieros emigrated all over the Veneto and Italy before and all over the world 
later.
The most ancient documents are about Slavieros emigrated to many places in the territory of the 
Republic of Venice.
In 1632 Andrea Slaviero from Rotzo lives in Fara as testified from the baptism certificate of his 
daughter Maria and his son Bortolamio. Later this Bortolamio appears to live in S.Tomio of Malo 
as  documented from his wedding certificate  of 1668. He is  the founder  of the Slaviero  family 
actually living in Malo.

Andrea da Rotzo

Bortolamio n. 1638

Lorenzo

  Elisabetta                       Bortolamio                Maria Maddalena                    Francesco

Rosa           Innocenza              Lorenzo              Teresa        Giustina         Antonio     Maddalena

Maria Luigia   Lorenzo      Bortolo           Luigi          Antonio         Pietro       Francesco

     Rosa            Emilio            Pietro

  Slaviero di S. Tomio e Malo



In 1669 Stefano, son of Tomaso Slaviero from Rotzo appears to live in Cologna veneta with his 
wife.
In 1715 Giacomo, son of Gio Maria Slaviero from Rotzo appears to live in Novoledo (Malo).
In  1747  Tommaso  Slaviero  appears  to  live  in  Monte  di  Malo  as  testified  from  the  baptism 
certificate of his son. His descendants later appear to live in Sovizzo and Montecchio Maggiore.
During the IXX century and the first half of the XX century the migrations of Slaviero families 
went on both to Italy and to foreign countries.
The short report of some of these emigrations let us understand the sufferings and the difficulties of 
those people. Giovanni Slaviero tells the vicissitudes of his family.
In 1885 my grandfather emigrated from Albaredo with his wife Maria Vittoria Spagnolo and their  
five sons. He settled in Barbarano, where he rented a land and he worked it for some years. 
When his sons grew up he let them cultivate it and he went back to Westfalia (Germany)to work as  
a miner, as he had done before. He left with one son, Matteo Antonio, who was so good to become  
foreman miner. They left every year in spring and they came back at autumn's end. 
In 1903 they had to move to Torreglia because the land was sold. In 1913 some of his sons were  
married and had children, so the large family moved again to Veggiano, where it rented a wider  
land. 
In 1922 the large family (45 members) had to move again because also this land was sold. They  
settled in Buso Sarzano (Rovigo) where they worked in a land of a count’s property. The contract  
seemed advantageous and it assured stability. This contract provided the drainage of the marshy  
part of the land and the cultivation of the other fields. After ten years of rent half of that drained  
land would have become property of the family and they still could have rented the other. 
So they worked very hard and without stop to drain the land until in 1926 the hay loft got burned.  
All the hay was destroyed and they had to sell off all the animals, that they couldn’t feed any more.  
The following year with the empty cowshed and the impossibility to restore the work the family  
separated. 
Agostino  settled  in  Valdagno,  Matteo  Antonio  in  Lusia  di  Cavazzana  (Rovigo),  Domenico  a  
Solesino (Padova), Antonio in Barbarana (Padova), Paolo and Ottaviano in Sarzano. Later Matteo  
Antonio, Domenico and Antonio joined their brother Agostino in Valdagno.

Ettore from S.Pietro tells about his family: “My father had six sons: Giovanni Battista, Francesco,  
Augusto Natale, me-Ettore-, Angela and Severina.
My father and my brothers emigrated to many foreign countries and more exactly my father to  
Libya and the others to Eritrea and Ethiopia. 
During the second world war they still were there and they had to fight in the army until the italian  
defeat. Giovanni Battista and Augusto were captured, while Francesco was able to pass himself off  
as a civilian. Francesco with a stratagem was able to set free his brother Giovanni Battista, while  
Augusto escaped three times and three times was captured again. So he was deported to the prison  
of Zondervate, in South Africa, that he left at the end of the war. 



When he came back he got married and he emigrated to Arvier (Val d’Aosta) where he worked as a  
carpenter. Two years later he emigrated to South Africa where he still lives with his wife and his  
sons: Luigi and Giuseppe. 
Giovanni came back and got married too, he had three sons: Giancarlo, who lives in Nottingham  
(U.K.),  Ennio,  who lives  in  S.Pietro  and Antonio,  who lives  in  Turin.  Francesco  remained  in  
Ethiopia, where he died in a car accident in 1960.







Domenico Antonio Slaviero and his family (1922).



So nowadays the Slavieros, as well as other families, are scattered all over the world. In our country 
they are in Veneto obviously, in Lombardia, in Piemonte, in Val d’Aosta, in Liguria, in Emilia 
Romagna and in some cities of the rest of Italy.
In the world there are large communities in Australia, USA, France, Brazil, Switzerland, Canada.
In these countries, our relatives were appreciated for their abilities and for their hard work.
Someone of them did well.  For example Cristiano Slaviero from Rotzo emigrated to Brasil and 
exactly to Rio Grande do Sul. In 1894 he bought an allotment of 302500 squared metres and his 
family could grow and do well as appears looking at his family tree.

     Cristiano Slaviero and his family.



Cristiano Slaviero's acquisition certificate of an allottment in Rio Grande do Sul  - Brasil -.



Chapter IX

THE DEFENCE OF THE COUNTRY

The  abbot  Agostino  Dal  Pozzo  in  his  book  “Memorie  istoriche  dei  Sette  Comuni  Vicentini” 
describes the inhabitants of the Plateau as rough, good-looking, robust and indefatigable people, 
with a daring and resolute look. They are proud, irascible, but above all with great care of their 
freedom, faithful to their prince and brave till death. 
In 1603 the captain Nicolò Pizzamano presented a report about the people of the plateau to the 
Senate of the Republic of Venice. He wrote: “They have many privileges of exemption, but they 
have to mount guard and protect all the mountains ways, which connect Germany to Italy. We have 
to keep on the right side of them, not only because of frontiers defence, but also because they are 
really faithful. If they weren’t our allies those mountains and limits would be lost because they’re 
always the first to oppose to austrian operations”. 
The emperor Maximilian I  knew well the valour and the bravery of this population. In 1508 he 
tried to invade the territory of the Republic of Venice,  passing through the Plateau, but he had 
underestimated those people, who, guided by Angelo Caldogno, blocked the ways and after a fierce 
battle forced the imperial army to a ruinous retreat. 
The first information about a Slaviero soldier is in a will of 1537. In this a Slaviero Battista, soldier 
in the war of Hungary against the Turkish empire, leaves, in case of certain death, the possibility to 
his wife to definitively settle in his house or to get back her dowry in case of a new wedding.
In 1674 a document bears witness of a Lorenzo Slaviero “capo de cento” (commander of a group of 
100 soldiers) and of a Giovanni Slaviero “tamburinaro”(drummer). Finally in a deed of the 1725 is 
mentioned a Battista Slaviero from S.Pietro corporal assistant.
Dal Pozzo writes: ”the men of the plateau are, like their celtic-german ancestors, warlike, bellicose 
and ready to become excited even only for the mention of words like suppression, violence and 
servitude. They have weapons passion and they never leave their homes without rifle or gun and 
without knife or dagger”. They wore weapons everywhere, in church as during the “vicinie”, so 
killings were frequent in the case of brawls and conflicts. With such a spirit and with a so deep 
freedom’s  feeling,  our  people  protected  to  the  best  of  their  ability  their  territories  and houses 
faithfully serving the Country.

I AND II WORLD WAR
Many are the Slaviero soldiers, as in every other family , dead and missing during the world wars. 
The ones who came back, are spiritually and physically marked and they often don’t want to talk 
about that period. Their memories are mostly sad stories and talking about them cause pain, but 
when they tell us their experiences we can realize that these are about hardships and sufferings, but 
also friendship and solidarity, fortune and adversity, heroism and pettiness.



Here you are some of them.
STEFANO SLAVIERO
Stefano Slaviero, a 17 years old guy from Valdagno, was taken in his house from the fascists and 
sent to Germany. During the journey, his train was bombed and he was able to escape with other 
fellows on the mountains near Trieste, where the partisans helped them. Then he moved with other 
guys from Asiago to the Plateau, where he became a partisan in the battalion “Pretto” of the brigade 
“Pino”.  His  battle-name was  “Castello”(castle).  In  December  1944 he was  captured with other 
fellows and shot, he was just 18 years old.

          Young partisans, among them Stefano Slaviero, “Castello”, the second one on the right, sqatting (1944) .

ETTORE SLAVIERO
Ettore Slaviero tells his story: “It was 1940 December the 14th and I was 20 years old. My company 
was going down a mountain, trying to join the Bolzano’s battalion, when the enemy ambushed. I 
was the first to be hit; a bullet penetrated through my throat. Immediately one of my fellows, Alfio, 
helped me and screaming he asked for my medication packet. I tried to answer, but I uttered only 
heavy breathings so I beckoned him to take my wallet, for my mother, and to go away and search 
for a refuge because I was dead by now. He slapped me and he answered me back-I’ll take you 
away from here even dead!-. I felt encouraged and while I was fainting I pointed my pocket. I 
recovered my senses when the medication was done. Without any delay Alfio loaded me on his 
back and he continued to go down the mountain. Sometimes he stopped to rest and to check my 
wound.  Doing  this  he  put  me in  the  picture.  So I  knew that  he had had to  use  also  his  own 
medication packet because my bandages weren’t enough to stop the haemorrhage (the doctor later 
told me that this thing had saved my life). He told me also that the enemy stopped to shoot over us 
when he begun to treat me. –They aren’t  scoundrels he said- but true soldiers, who honour the 



ancient people of their Country-. After two hours of descent he was exhausted, but the medication 
point was 2.5 km forward. Fortunately we met an infantry man with a mule –I change your unit!- 
said Alfio –from Alpini to cavalry!-. And in that way I quickly reached the destination. When the 
doctor finished his work Alfio gave me a hug, wished me good luck and left to go back to his unit. I 
couldn’t even thank him because my vocal chords were damaged.

GIUSEPPE SLAVIERO
Giuseppe Slaviero from Valdagno sadly tells about a duel with a serb soldier.
“We were in Montenegro and during a patrol in a forest we came up against an enemy patrol. After 
a fast and intense shooting affray I gave the order to my fellows to go away one by one while I was 
covering them. So I was alone, behind a rock to shoot against the Slavs. After a little bit I realized 
that they had done the same thing and that we were two soldiers shooting. Both of us was behind a 
rock and none of us run the risk to go out. So we went on shooting one after the other for ten 
minutes. And so minutes seemed to be hours. I thought that this thing couldn’t last and that his 
fellows could came back. So I took the decision: I shot quickly twice, then I displayed and I took 
aim to the corner where it seemed to me he was more often shooting from. I was lucky, I saw the 
rifle’s barrel and half of his head: I shot and I hit his forehead. Without hesitations I ran away and 
later I reached my fellows. It had been a life fight, mine one or his one and I had been the lucky 
one.

CARLO SLAVIERO
Carlo  Slaviero  from Valdagno  was  infantry’s  corporal  and  he  fought  in  southern  Italy.  After 
September the 8th he came back home and he was one of the first member of the partisan’s group of 
the valley.  But he doesn’t want to talk about that sad period of his life when the fascist militia 
forced him to consign himself to prison threatening to send to Germany his father and his younger 
brother. Those were petty events which marked deeply his appearance and spirit because done by 
people from his town, people he knew well. 

There is also someone, who, after many years of anguish and trepidation for the soldiers sons, as 
happened to Pierina and Matteo Antonio Slaviero, could later experienced the great joy to see all of 
them (8 sons) coming back home safe and sound.



        Aldo (on the left) and Mario Slaviero (on the right), 1916.

ALDO AND MARIO SLAVIERO
Both Aldo and Mario  were Army’s  officers,  in  the Alpini  unit  obviously.  They studied  at  the 
Academy of Modena with brilliant results, especially Mario who was honoured with the Academy 
golden medal.
Aldo took part to the war in Eritrea, later he fought in the first world war on the front of Trentino 
and he was a member of the board which signed the armistice in Wien. He was an extroverted and 
brave man, a patriot, keen on life and women lover. His brother Mario was the opposite: reserved, 
very  studious,  with  particular  skills  for  foreign  languages.  During  the  first  world  war  he  was 
captured on the front of Trentino from the Austrians. After the first world war during the fascism’s 
years both of them left the Army. Later they were both called back in service in order to take part to 
the military mission in Ecuador for the training of a modern army. In 1926 Mario was entrusted 
with a “special mission”. Nobody has ever known what it was about and what was the meaning of 
that “special”, but the king of Spain Alfonso XIII rewarded him with a medal (the first class cross 
of the order of the military merit) for special services produced.
Mario and Aldo lived in Ecuador for six years and during that period Mario wrote a treatise about 
portable-arms.  That  book  was  also  adopted  from  the  American  Academy  of  West  Point. 
Unfortunately all the copies got lost during the second world war. 
When the mission was over they remained in Ecuador and they founded a textile factory, which was 
successful. Mario during that period became a clever naval model-maker and some of his models 
are in the naval museum of New York.



In 1941 at the beginning of the second world war they decided to come back to Italy even if they 
didn’t share the fascist ideas. Mario was sent to Rome with a mysterious role in the S.I.M. (military 
service of information), the nowadays secret services.
In 1934 Aldo was captured and taken to Germany in a concentration camp. He spoke german very 
well so, during that period, he opposed to the propaganda for the recruitment of the italian prisoners 
to the republic of Salò. That caused him the hardest punishments and the worst life’s conditions in 
the prison.
Mario after September the 8th took part to the Resistance in Rome, always like a secret agent. After 
the war they went back to their sister’s house in Reggio Emilia, later they got married and after a 
life spent together, they settled in different cities.







The first class cross of the “Orden del Merito Militar” given  to Mario Slaviero.

GIUSEPPE SLAVIERO
Captain in the harbour-master’s corps. He was in Messina first, then in Porto Maurizio (Imperia), 
Marsala, Messina again, Venice and Pola. Finally he was moved to Bengasi (Lybia) where he had 
the direction of the sea compartment of the Cirenaica (1400 km of coast line and harbours). In 1941 



he came back to Italy and he was first in Naples and then in Venice. He was a honest, hard worker, 
taciturn and studious man. In Bengasi he began to study Arabic, later he studied also Hebrew and 
Chinese. He had formerly been able to speak German and French.

DOMENICO SLAVIERO
His parents emigrated to France in 1926 when he was a child. He attended to a school for mechanic-
fitter and, after the degree, he worked for the airport of Bourges in the “aeronautical works Potez” 
where he made the load-bearing structure of the tail of the two-engined bomber Potez. Later the 
industry projected a new bomber, but this wasn’t able to take off. Since that moment the industry 
had many problems and dismissed many workers, among them Domenico too.
He went back to Mezzaselva with his parents, where he met a pilot, who, seeing his airplane’s 
passion, convinced him to enrol to the flight-school of Vicenza.
In 1937 he got the licence of civil  pilot,  a great satisfaction,  but also a big economic sacrifice 
because it cost 5000 lire: all his savings of France. The same year he was called for the military 
service and because of his licence he was enrolled to the pilot-school of Caneri (Novara), where he 
rapidly got  the licence of military pilot.  Because of  his  inclinations  and characteristics  he was 
assigned to the “I stormo caccia” (I flight fighters) of Campoformido (Udine). After a short time the 
war  broke  out  and  he  had  a  hard  dangerous  and  exhausting  work:  hours  and  hours  of  flight 
patrolling the limits, escorting aeroplanes and ships, seeking and intercepting the enemy. 
Mister Domenico Slaviero, pilot lieutenant, can tell hundreds of incidents, here you are 3 of them.
The first one is about the episode for which he was awarded with the silver medal for military 
valour.
“It was November the 13th 1940 and I was in the airport of Pantelleria. Me and one of my fellows 
were ordered to intercept with our fighters the enemy aeroplanes, which were flying from Great 
Britain to Malta. The sky was totally covered with clouds, arranged in layers at different heights and 
because of this I lost my fellow so that everyone of us did his mission by himself. I was flying on 
the north-east area of the island of Pantelleria, when suddenly I saw in front of me and below me a 
squadron of four english light bombers “Bristol Blenheim”. With no hesitations taking advantage of 
surprise effect I rushed at the aeroplane on the right. I shot with both my machine-guns (a 12.7 mm 
one and a 7.7 mm one) and then I turned, coming back to shoot it again. Doing this I noticed that it 
was crashing, so I rushed on the other aeroplane on the right side, I shot it  twice and this one 
crushed too. In the meantime the other two bombers had turned into the clouds and in spite of the 
searches I couldn’t find them. I searched for them till I finished the fuel and I had to go back to the 
base. The examination of the fighter after the admission in the hangar, showed the jamming of the 
12.7 mm machine-gun, which had fired only 21 shots, while the 7.7 mm one had fired 50 shots.
In the meantime my fellow came back to the base. He had met a squadron of “Bleinheim” too and 
he had followed them till Malta, firing all his shots without hitting them because of their high speed. 
He was bitterly disappointed when he knew that I had shot down even two aeroplanes with only 71 
shots.”







                                                Domenico Slaviero standing in front of his CR 42.

The second one is about his only crash because of a breakdown.
“After  the  Liberation  of  Rome and the  armistice  of  November  1943,  persuaded to  defend my 
Country (and in order not to be interned in a concentration camp) I became a pilot of the Republic 
of Salò. My squadron, the 1st fighters group, had to oppose to the enemy bombers flying from 
southern Italy to Germany. These squadron of bombers and escorting fighters were of about 200 
units. Our tactics was to surprise the fighters getting into the bombers and firing them, then to turn 
quickly, fire again and try to make off before the reaction of the fighters. One day coming back 
from one of these missions the engine of my Macchi 205 broke. I was 400 metres high, too low to 
descend by parachute and moreover I was over the city of Udine and the plane could crash on the 
houses. So I decided to try a landing. I carried out all my knowledge in order to fly as long as 
possible, till I outstripped the outskirts. I was skimming over the trees looking for a fairly large and 
free space when suddenly an high tension line barred me. Fortunately I passed under it. Further 
there was the stream Cormor with its dry pebbly river bed covered in trees and bushes and it was 
my choice. The fighter’s wings cut some trees then it crushed against a big tree. I felt stunned for 
the impact but I noticed some smoke from the engine and I was afraid it could catch fire. So I got 
out of the fuselage I took some steps and I fainted. A woman helped me and called the firemen, who 



brought me to the military hospital. I had broken all my fingers and six ribs, but after 3 months of 
convalescence I went back to my corps and I returned to fly”.
Finally the last one, which could have been dangerous too, but in a different way.
“I was in Campoformio and I got a new Macchi 205. All the new aeroplanes had to be tested so 
doing this I decided to fly to the plateau of Asiago. After 15 minutes I got there and I begun to 
hover round my town, Mezzaselva. -My parents would surely recognize me- I thought-and also the 
other people of my town-. I stayed there for 30 minutes then I went back to the base. After two days 
I talked to my mother and she exhorted me not to come back soon to Mezzaselva, because many 
people of my town were in anger with me.
-You made them burn not only the supper and the polenta (maize porridge) but the pots too!- she 
said. In fact I hadn’t thought that the people of my town were punctual and that at twelve o’clock 
they were used to have lunch. I had gone there a little bit before midday while they were cooking 
and I had made them come out to look at me and my acrobatics of greetings, making them forget 
about their saucepanfuls. 

           Domenico Slaviero (1941).

After the war Domenico was military flight instructor in Padova before and later in Vicenza. In 
1960 he worked in the office of the air force of the italian embassy of El Cairo for four years until 
he retired, then he came back to Vicenza.



                                  The silver medal's certificate.

GIOVANNI SLAVIERO
Giovanni Slaviero was general of army corps and he was a modest and reserved man. His father had 
died during the first world war and Giovanni showed his will for the military career in the Army 
when he was really young. When he was 15 years old in fact he enrolled at the military school of 
Rome, then he continued at the military Academy of Modena and finally at the school of Parma. 
Lieutenant of the tank corps in standing service he went to the motorized division of Trento.
At the beginning of the second world war his unit was incorporated in the battle division “Littorio” 
of Parma and with this he fought on the western front. When he came back he moved to the military 
Academy of Modena as instructor and he became captain. In September the 8th 1943 the german 
soldiers occupied the Academy, but he was able to escape. He went into hiding and he joined the 



partisans,  with  other  soldiers  and  men,  members  of  the  social  Republic.  He  created  a  large 
informative net and he commanded it,  working together with the CLN ( national committee of 
liberation) before, and later  with the english Special Force military mission. It was a period of 
intense work and high risk until, because of a spying, he was arrested from the Republican Guard 
and after  tremendous  tortures,  consigned to  the  german counter-espionage.  He  was  accused of 
espionage and was condemned to death. The supreme ally head quarters intervened and threatened 
retaliations on Modena, so he was safe. After the war he worked in Modena, then Bologna and 
Vicenza.  Later  he  became colonel  in  Legnano,  then  commander  colonel  in  Persano  (Salerno), 
commander at the officer military school of Lecce and brigade’s general in Caserta. Finally when he 
retired he became general of army corps as a bestowing honour reward. After this he went back to 
his town, Roana with his wife. He died in 1999.

                                 
                                 Giovanni Slaviero.



AUGUSTO SLAVIERO
He was an idealist, a man who risked his life for his ideas. He was an emotional man, resolute and 
harsh with the enemy. He worked as a baker with his father and he didn’t have any diploma or 
degree, but he spent most of his free time studying and reading political books and newspapers. He 
took up the Marxism because  of  his  injustice’s  intolerance.  He often  suffered  the  oppressions, 
abuses  and menaces  of  fascists,  but he didn’t  give up his  political  propaganda.  So in 1930 he 
became the first political persecuted man of the plateau to be arrested and condemned to ten years 
of imprisonment. He served just five years in the prison of the Ponza’s island. After September the 
8th he was one of the founders of the “Resistance’ s group of the plateau, which later became the 
battalion “Pretto” and finally the brigade “Pino”. In December 1943 he was arrested once more and 
imprisoned in the fort of S.Mattia (Verona). Left again after 3 months he went back to his formation 
as political commissioner before and commander-assistant later. After the Liberation he went back 
to his bakery and he wrote a booklet “Parla uno della Garemi” about his partisan experience.

ETTORE SLAVIERO
He was major of the Alpini unit and he was a great soldier who did his duty with ardour. Unmindful 
of the danger, he was always on the first line to lead and incite the other soldiers with his example 
until the greatest sacrifice. He died in 1917 on the front of Carnia when he was just 27 years old 
during the 11th battle of Isonzo. He was rewarded with many medals during his two years of war:
1 medal cross for merit
4 bronze medals
3 silver medals
1 cross medal of the French honour’s legion
The Italian government would have turned the three silver medals into a golden one, but his father 
refused because three silver medals were more valuable than a golden one. Also the French Army 
would officially award him and his heroism with the mentioned medal.



            The young Ettore Slaviero (on the right) with his parents, his sister Antonietta and his brother Augusto. 

The parents Pierina and Matteo with their  eight sons.  From the left:  Giovanni Battista,  Ettore,  Giuseppe, Antonio, 
Agostino, Pietro, Angelo and Danilo. There were also four daughters: Luigia, Rita, Maria and Antonia.



                                      Slaviero Battista (on the left) and his friend Bonifaci from S. Pietro. Both soldiers in U.S.A.



Chapter X

THE SURNAME AND THE NICKNAMES

Thinking that the surname “Slaviero” takes origin from the word “slavo”- slav- seems to be logical. 
The explanation is that in the past centuries there were some populations of that race, which settled 
in Italy. Or we can also think that some groups could have come from Dalmatia to the Republic of 
Venice. Another opinion is that this surname derives from the descendants of a Slav soldier, settled 
in the plateau: the same thing should have happened for the Spagnolo families of Rotzo. 
The scholar G.Rapelli published a book about the origin of the surnames of german populations of 
Verona,  Vicenza and Trento and his thesis is  that  “Slaviero” comes from one of the following 
ancient plateau’s nicknames:

- Schlàaver meaning sleepy-head
- Schalver meaning doormouse
- Schlàiver meaning knife-grinder

THE NICKNAMES
The increase of Slaviero families and the high frequency of homonymy caused the habit to add a 
nickname to the surname, according to the stock. 
The nicknames were born in different periods. Sometimes we can find them also in the notarial 
deeds until the XVIII century, when they disappeared. But the parish registers always quotes the 
nicknames until the IXX century.
For example the “dead register from 1650 to 1760 of the parish of S.Gertrude of Rotzo” let us 
know about some old and wide spread nicknames.
GIOP (JOB): from Jacob, it means descendants of Giacomo. Around 1500 in Albaredo there are 
3 Giovanni Slaviero, who in the documents are distinguished adding the name of their father, so 
Johannes Job, Johannes Gerardi, Johannes Bartholomeum. Later only the first one lasts, while 
the other two disappear.
The oral tradition explains the origin of this nickname with this event: “ at the end of the XV 
century a Slaviero with a contagious disease had to leave the town. He lived for many years in 
the forest where sometimes his relatives went to give him some food. People thinking about his 
poor condition, pitied him and compared him to Jacob of the Bible for his great patience. So his 
descendants are the ones of that man of great patience”.
MEDICI O NODAR: from doctors or notaries, it means the descendants of the Slavieros who 
were doctors or notaries. This nickname follows the descendants of Johannes Gerardi.
CUNZ: from the name of a place in Mezzaselva; the nowadays Telve was in fact known as 
“Kan Kunz”. These are the Slavieros originating from Mezzaselva. Later from a Slaviero Cunz 
family took origin another stock called “Gheli”.



FOZATO: from Foza, one of the seven towns of the plateau. The first man with this nickname 
was Gio Maria Fozato, who lived in 1688. This is the nickname of the Slavieros originating 
from Foza.
CRUCH: this  word is  used from the  Veneti  to  mean a  german or  someone with  germanic 
features. This was the nickname of a Slaviero probably for these reasons.
CASUUN: rustic hovel used as shelter and warehouse. This is the nickname of a family from 
Albaredo. A Slaviero built one of these hovels in the “Puvel” where he used to settle with his 
family during the work-seasons. 
ULBAR: this is the name of a Mezzaselva’s area. Anciently this place was called district of 
Slaveri ( the Slavieros ) as mentioned in a document of 1639 and one of 1848.

THE SPAGNOLO FAMILIES
Some nicknames were so common that they became more important than the surname itself. 
One of this is the nickname Spagnolo. This nowadays surname comes from the nickname given 
to the descendants of Simone Slaviero from Mezzaselva.
A document of  1602 mentions  two Simone Slaviero  and probably one of  these was in the 
spanish army, so this should have been used from the people as peculiar feature. There are a lot 
of documents about this surname:
1630: will of Battista, son of Cristiano Slaviero called the Spagnolo (the Spanish ).
1643: in a document is mentioned a Simone Slaviero called the Spagnolo from Mezzaselva.
1676: in a document is mentioned as a witness a Battista Slaviero, called the Spagnolo from 
Albaredo.
1678: in a document is mentioned a Domenico, son of Battista Spagnolo from Albaredo.
1680: in a document is mentioned a Battista, son of Battista Spagnolo from Albaredo.
After 1678 the surname Slaviero doesn’t appear anymore and all  the descendants are called 
definitively “Spagnolo”.

THE DALL’OGLIO AND DALL’OLIO FAMILIES
The first news about these families appears in a document of the Republic of Venice (1598). But 
the most important document is the will of Antonio Dall’Oglio son of Giovanni, notary from 
1516 to 1542 in Asiago. In fact he wrote: “Me, Antonio, son of Giovanni Dall’Oglio, son of 
Antonio  Slaviero  from Asiago,  notary...”.  The  other  public  documents  about  this  Antonio 
Slaviero and his sons never mention the surname Dall’Oglio, but only Slaviero. Instead of this 
in all the “vicinie” they are mentioned as Dall’Oglio. Other researches moreover bear witness 
that  Antonio  Slaviero,  grandfather  of  the  notary  Antonio  Slaviero  Dall’Oglio,  was  son  of 
Giacomo Slaviero from Rotzo, son of Gerardo.
At that time the surname was written both Dall’Oglio and Dall’Olio with no differences, so 
nowaday there are families called Dall’Oglio and Dall’Olio in the plateau, in Vicenza Padova, 
Treviso etc. 
The Other Dall’Olio and Dall’Oglio families in other district of Italy don’t take origin from the 
plateau.



THE MEDICI FAMILIES
They descend almost certainly from the Slavieros called Medici and Nodar. In a document of 
1880 is mentioned a Gio Maria Medici, son of Antonio, son of Gio Maria, son of Domenico and 
Margherita Slaviero, daughter of Matteo, son of Gerardi Plunz.
The doctors are rare at that time so the founder could be Domenico son of Gerardo Medici 
(mentioned in a document of 1722). Other documents show this Gerardo as a descendant of Gio 
Maria Slaviero de Medici from Rotzo, son of Antonio, son of Pietro, son of Gerardo. Actually 
there are no Medici families, the other Medici families have different origins.

THE GIOPPO FAMILIES
Actually the Gioppo families concentrate in Chiuppano (Vicenza). A document of this town 
bears witness of the origin of these Giopi. In fact in a baptism act of 1630 is mentioned a 
Giovanni Giopo from Rotzo, living in Chiuppano. At that time in Rotzo the Slaviero families 
were identified only with the nickname, so probably that Giovanni called himself Joppo.
In fact, in all the “vicinie” of the same period, the Slavieros are mentioned almost only with 
their nickname.
There are other Gioppo families in Montecchio Maggiore (Vicenza), but they due their surname 
to a mistake of a priest, who confused the nickname of a men from Chiampo, who had moved to 
Montecchio,  with  his  real  surname.  20  years  later  the  priest  recognized  his  mistake  in  a 
document, but the new surname remained. There are also other Giop in Trento, but actually 
there aren’t documents attesting a relationship with the families from Rotzo.

INVENTORY OF THE SLAVIERO FAMILIES

These are the lists of the Slaviero families of Rotzo, Roana and S.Pietro Valdastico, so that 
everybody could identify his ancestors and the relationships with other Slavieros.

SLAVIERO GIOMATTEO “PLUNZ”

Gio..Matteo Slaviero – Plunz son of Domenico, son of Gio.Antonio, son of Domenico, son of 
Gerardo and Anna Maria Costa.
Born 08.10.1827                                                                                 dead 30.10.1885
Maria Domenica Dalla Via, wife of Gio.Matteo
Born 06.05.183?                                                                                 dead 14.02.1903

Sons:
-Giovanna    born 29.01.1856 married to Spagnolo Giacinto



-Antonia       born 18.10.1857 married to Spagnolo Cristiano
-Anna Maria born 09.09.1861 married to Sartori Domenico
-Pietra           born 19.07.1868 married to Costa Mario
-Giovani Battista born 26.11.1860 died 24.12.1897
Dal Pozzo Margherita, wife of Giovanni Battista, their sons (All.A)
-Antonio      born 12.03.1866 died 20.11.1931
Caterina Stefani first wife of Antonio
Cristina Fabris second wife of Antonio
His sons, only with the second wife (All.B)
-Domenico    born 25.09.1872 married to Caterina Stefani

All.A
-Maria   born  17.10.1894          dead 22.06.1919
-Matteo born 30.09.1896   married to Costa Rosa Maria  (All.A1)

All.B
-Gio.Battista    born 17.11.1878           dead 24.11.1898
-Matteo Giovanni   born 20.02.1900     dead 01.01.1903
-Gio Matteo         born 22.06.1905
-Amedeo Antonio   born 16.06.1902  dead 28.01.1923
-Elisabetta         born 27.09.1915       dead 26.06.1916
-Candida           born 24.02.192?
-Maria Giovanna   born 17.08.1909    dead 22.09.1908
-Maria Giovanna born 06.10.1909
-Caterina Maria  born 29.11.1906   married to Costa Giovanni

All.A1
-Giovanni Battista born 13.07.1921
-Amadeo Matteo born 15.02.1923
-Margherita Maria born 18.11.1924

SLAVIERO ANTONIO “NODAR”

Slaviero Atonio – nodar son of Gio. Antonio, son of Antonio Maria, son of Gio. Antonio 
and Anna Maria Teresa Brusamarello.
Born 24.11.1836       died 10.08.1893  married to Caterina Slaviero Ponij (20.02.1868)
He died working in a  mine of Schalke, Vestfalia (Germany).



Sons:
● Antonia        born 16.01.1843        dead 10.12.1897 (married to Pellizzaro)
● Gio.  Antonio  born  17.09.1871       dead 31.10.1917 (married  to  Giovanna Slaviero  – 

15.02.1898)
● Domenica    born 17.04.1882 (married to Antonio Caldivano)
● Maria           born 10.07.1878       dead 09.08.1897
● Catterino      born 20.08.1884

SLAVIERO GIOVANNI “NODAR”

Slaviero Giovanni “Nodar” son of Gio. Antonio son of Antonio Maria, son of Gio. Antonio.
Born 12.02.1838        dead 29.10.1912  married to Maria Maddalena Costa (29.04.1873) 
Sons:
- Gio. Antonio         born 27.08.1874   married to Costa Maria (All. A)
− Catterina               born 01.08.1892   dead 27.08.1899
− Maria                    born 05.11.1875   married to Gio. Maria Costa
− Teresa                   born 16.08.1877   married to Matteo Costa
− Domenico             born 09.02.1879  married to Giuseppina Cologna (All. B) emigrated to 

America with their sons.
− Matteo Tommaso  born 28.04.1877  married to Domenica Costa (All. C)
− Giovanni                born 05.07.1881 married to Cristina Costa (All. D)
− Silvio                     born 19.07.1884 married to Maria Margherita Spagnolo (dead 1913) and 

later married to Costa Maria Lucia (All.E)
− Caterino                 born 18.05.1889      dead 11.01.1891

All. A

− Catterina    born 20.09.1906   married to Costa Luigi
− Onelia Maddalena   born 24.11.1908
− Silvia    born 30.07.1910   married to Pretto Giuliano
− Luigia Gioconda  born 12.02.1912
− Giovanni   born  26.08.1915
− Catterina   born 01.08.1892  dead 27.08.1899
− Maria   born 05.11.1895   married to Gio. Maria Costa

All. B

− Maddalena Maria    born 22.09.1909



− Candida Teresa       born  31.05.1911
− Giovanni Domenico  born  18.08.1912
− Armando Mario       born 12.01.1914  dead 02.03.1914

All. C

− Giovanni    born  28.11.1914
− Margherita  born  13.07.1930
− Elsa             born 04.09.1919 in Barbarano
− Vilma Lilia  born 29.05.1923
− Maddalena Mattea  born  02.04.1916   dead 04.04.1916

All. D

− Catterino    born  23.01.1906
− Ermenegildo  born  06.09.1908
− Maria Teresa   born  20.02.1910

All. E

− Caterino  born  17.08.1924

SLAVIERO DOMENICO “NODAR”

Domenico Slaviero – Nodar, brother of Giovanni (born 12.02.1838).
born    09.02.1845    dead 23.04.1911  married to Canale Rosa (18.09.1879)

Sons:
− Matilde Antonia   born 12.03.1876   married to Matteo Pellizzari
− Teresa                   born 15.10.1877  married to Giovanni Spagnolo
− Maria                    born 23.06.1880  dead 27.10.1881
− Maria                    born 28.06.1884
− Rosa Amabile       born 26.02.1886
− Antonio                 born 22.10.1888  dead 28.09.1896



SLAVIERO VINCENZO “CRUCH”

Vincenzo Slaviero – Cruch son of Giovanni, son of Vincenzo, son of Giovanni and Caterina 
Tondello.
Born   14.02.1829          dead 28.10.1902   married to Giovanna Costa Maria (10.08.1865)
Sons:

● Teresa   born 19.11.1882  married to Sartori costante
● Catterina  born 21.11.1871  married to Dal Pozzo Domenico
● Pietra    born 09.05.1876
● Maria Luisa   born  29.09.1878 married to Frigo Cristiano
● Giovanni   born 25.04.1874  married to Costa Speranza Fontana (All. A)

All. A
− Vincenzo   born  27.07.1905
− Giovanna   born  01.01.1907
− Domenico born  21.01.1909
− Aldo          born  04.01.1913
− Rina          born   16.04.1919

SLAVIERO  MATTEO “CRUCH”

Matteo Slaviero – Cruch (brother of Vincenzo born 14.02.1829)
born 31.12.1832          dead 26.10.1908    married to Antonia Slaviero Nodar

Sons:
− Giovanni   born  10.11.1879  married to Antonia Dorotea Sartori (All. A)
− Margherita  born  20.07.1876   dead 07.11.1896
− Domenica   born   30.05.1874   married to Edoardo Albino Sartori
− Catterina     born   29.04.1872  married to Pietro Antonio Sartori

All. A
− Margherita  born  28.01.1902  dead  25.05.1906
− Matteo         born  17.10.1904  dead  16.10.1919 (refugee in Piovene)
− Vittorio Teofilo   born  07.07.1908   dead  06.11.1918  (refugee in Zavane di Vò)
− Margherita   born  25.02.1921  dead  15.07.1921
− Edoardina    born  05.11.1910  dead   01.02.1912
− Margherita   born  06.01.1907  dead  06.11.1919 8refugee in Piovene)



SLAVIERO GIOVANNI FRANCESCO “CRUCH”

Giovanni Francesco Slaviero – cruch, brother of Vincenzo (born 14.01.1819)
born 20.08.1837   dead 22.08.1910  married to Maria Slaviero Nodar

Sons:
− Massimino  born                        dead  27.03.1910  married to Santa Spagnolo (All. A)

All. A
− Giovanni   born  10.10.1889  married to Pilotto Rosina
− Albino       born 05.07.1898   married to Martello Antonia (All. A1)
− Teresa        born 15.09.1893  dead  15.09.1893
− Vittorio      born 25.12.1890  dead  21.05.1900
− Matteo       born 13.09.1894  dead  22.12.1898

All. A1
− Primo Vittorio   born  03.03.1922
− Massimo            born 23.11.1925
− Giorgio Antonio  born  27.07.1932
− Ada Maria            born  02.11.1923

SLAVIERO CATTERINO “CRUCH”

Catterino Slaviero – Cruch (son of Giovanni and Maria Slaviero Nodar)
born  24.06.1864    dead  05.08.1925  (falling  down  from  the  church  of  Rotzo,  during  the 
riconstruction) married to Santa Costa (22.05.1888) and later to Pietra Villar(30.04.1901)
Sons:
− Giovanni Cornelio  born  06.08.1902  married to Bapta Rosa slaviero (All. A)
− Vittorio Armando   born 14.08.1912
− Emilia                     born 29.07.1910
− Antonia                   born 18.09.1903
− Maria Mattea          born 06.09.1903

All. A
− Caterino Bruno          born  29.04.1923
− Tiberio                       born  24.09.1925



SLAVIERO ANTONIO “CRUCH”

Antonio Slaviero – Cruch (son of Giovanni and Maria Slaviero)
born  23.04.1868      dead  28.02.1939    married to Antonia Maria Spagnolo (10.10.1899)

SLAVIERO AUGUSTO “CRUCH”

Augusto Slaviero – Cruch (son of Giovanni and Maria Slaviero)
born 30.09.1885   married to Domenica Costa Maria (15.04.1913)

Sons:
− Giovanni         born 03.09.1914
− Luciano Matteo   born  29.05.1924
− Maria Antonia     born  26.02.1920

SLAVIERO GIOVANNI “CRUCH”

Giovanni Slaviero – Cruch (son of Giovanni and Maria Slaviero)
born 01.06.1871    dead   02.04.1888

SLAVIERO EUGENIO “CRUCH”

Eugenio Slaviero – Cruch
born 18.07.1881   married to Cristina Pellizzari (04.07.1908)
Sons:
− Maria Catterina    born  27.12.1908
− Pietro                    born  06.02.1910
− then 8 daughters, among whom 5 dead very early.

SLAVIERO CATTERINO “CRUCH”

Catterino Slaviero – Cruch (brother of Vincenzo), son of Giovanni Slaviero.
Married to Caterina Spagnolo (04.07.1874)
Sons: 
− Catterino   born  04.10.1892  married to Cologna Domenica (All. A)



− then 5 daughters

All. A
− Matteo Caterino  born  18.10.1926
− Florio Antonio    born  26.09.1932
− C. Margherita     born   28.04.1935

SLAVIERO ANTONIO “CRUCH”

Slaviero – Cruch Antonio Benedetto, son of Giovanni. Brother of Vincenzo, son of Giovanni.
Born   08.07.1842      dead  23.01.1921     married  to  Antonia  Slaviero  Nodar,  daughter  of 
Gio.Antonio, son of Gio. Antonio.

Sons:
− Giovanni  born 04.04.1844 dead  19.03.1913  married to Margherita Slaviero Gruly, daughter of 

Pietro (their sons: All. A).

All. A
− Antonio   born  21.02.1904
− Matteo     born  03.11.1907
− Luigi       born  23.03.1910
− Ottorino Albino born  11.08.1918
− Maria Teresa   born  04.01.1921
− Giovanni   born  29.09.1905
− Umberto   born  19.06.1915
− Catterina  born  02.12.1912

SLAVIERO PIETRO “CRUCH-BROS”

Pietro Slaviero – Cruch-Bros son of Gio.Antonio, son of Pietr Antonio, son of Zuane and Domenica 
Pellizzaro.
Born   19.09.1836   dead 09.01.1915   married to Anna Maria Medici (08.07.1858)
Sons:
− Giovanni    born  06.05.1859  dead 07.01.1913  married to Speranza Slaviero, daughter of 

Gio.Antonio from Roana (their sons: All. A)
− Antonio   born  20.03.1866  dead 23.09.1920  married to Domenica Dal Pozzo (All. B)

All. A



− Cesare   born  06.08.1895  married to                 (05.05.1928) in S.Pietro Valdastico (their sons: 
All. A1)

All. B
− Matteo   born  01.05.1895 in Eiche Pruck, Vestfalia (Germany) dead during the war.
− Giovanni  born  04.07.1897 married to Pozzobon Rosa (All. B1)in Fossalunga, Treviso.

All. B1
− Bruno Antonio   born  01.08.1921
− Ivana Domenica   born 14.10.1922

SLAVIERO GIUSEPPE “CUNZ BROS”

Giuseppe Slaviero – Cunz Bros, son of Pietro and Anna Maria Medici.
Born  11.09.1876    married to Pietra Caldirano (10.10.1899)
Sons:
− Guerino Matteo   born  07.04.1902   married to Albina Costa (17.02.1942)
      Sons:
− Ines Bice   born  13.01.1942

SLAVIERO PIETRANTONIO “CRUCH SCARPAGNA”

Pietr.antonio Slaviero- Cruch Scarpagna, son of Gio Domenico, son of Pietro Antonio, son of due 
Zuane and Lucia Dal Pozzo.
Born  05.01.1838    dead  17.01.1905   married to Maria Slaviero Cunz from Roana (18.11.1875)
Sons:
− Giuditta    born  20.09.1876
−  Domenico   born  18.05.1879  married to Antonia Maria Zotti in Roana (06.04.1909)

Sons:
− Pietro    born  08.02.1906
− Angela
− Maria
− Giuliano  born  19.12.1921
− Mario   born  12.05.1915  dead  12.05.1925 (refugee in Costabissara)
− Antonio  born  02.01.1909

SLAVIERO VINCENZO “CRUCH”



Vincenzo Slaviero – Cruch, son of Pietro Antonio, son of “Zuane and Margherita Slaviero Casuun
born  10.01.1802    dead  05.06.1893   married to Antonia Maria Slaviero Nodar (28.04.1839), 
daughter of Gio Antonio, son of Antonio Maria, son of Gio Antonio.
Sons:
− Pietra  born  03.11.1871
− Antonia  born  24.12.1873
− Vincenzo  born  21.12.1875  married to Giacoma Angela Spagnolo (13.08.1904), they had only 

daughters.

SLAVIERO GIO. MARIA “CASUUN”

Gio. Maria Slaviero – Casuun, son of Vincenzo ( from Mezza Selva of Roana ), son of 2 Giovanni 
and Maria Giovanna Slaviero Cassun, daughter of of Gio Maria, son of Tommaso, son of Stefano.
Born 25.12.1838       married to Catterina Frigo (18.02.1860)
Sons:
− Vincenzo  born 18.05.1861 (emigrated with all  his family first to Prussia-Germany-  later to 

America). All. A
− Giovanni    born 14.12.1862 (emigrated to America)
− Luigi   born  05.11.1864  (emigrated to America)

All. A
− Catterina
− Giovanna
− Maria Maddalena

SLAVIERO GIOVANNI “CASUUN”

Giovanni Slaviero – Casuun, brother of Gio Maria, son of Vincenzo
born  23.11.1843   dead  25.03.1920   married to Elisabetta Dal Pozzo (29.04.1869)
Sons:
− Vincenzo  born  20.02.1870  married to Benetti Maria (15.02.1898).  All. A
− Giacomo  born  18.07.1879  married to Sterchele Giov. Maria (11.04.1908)    dead 26.06.1917 

All. B
− Domenico   born   14.04.1884   married  to  Sterchele  Giov.  Maria,  widow  of  his  brother 

Giacomo(16.09.1922). All. C
− Giovanni  born  29.10.1886   dead  27.07.1887
− Maddalena
− Giovanna (wife of Gio. Antonio Slaviero Nodar)

All. A



− Giovanni  born  25.07.1899 married to Slaviero Maria Rosa. All. A1

All. B
− Vito  born  02.08.1909
− Luigia  born  16.12.1910 married to Dal Pozzo Luigi (20.07.1935)
− Giuseppe  born  14.12.1914  married to Dal Pozzo Maria (18.02.1943)
− Maria  born  22.09.1916  dead 14.07.1918

All. C
− Giacomo born 10.06.1922   dead  19.09.1923
− Giovanni  born  09.09.1923

All. A1
− Ambrogio  born  20.12.914
− Antonio     born  04.08.1912
− Tomaso      born 22.04.1905
− Enrico        born  13.07.1908
− Ida
− Elisabetta
− Maria

SLAVIERO STEFANO “CASUUN”

Stefano Slaviero – Casuun, brother of Gio. Maria,son of Vincenzo.
Born 12.03.1847    married to Caldiraro Maria (26.06.1879)
Sons:
− Maddalena   born  24.09.1880
− Giovanna     born 23.08.1882
He  emigrated  with  his  family  to  Brasil  and  settled  in  Rio  Grande  do  Sul,  Antonio  Prado 
(19.08.1887).

SLAVIERO TOMMASO “CASUUN”

Tommaso Slaviero – Casuun                 born  03.12.1841   dead  22.12.1899

SLAVIERO GIO.DOMENICO “JOP”

Gio.Domenico Slaviero – Jop, brother of Gio.Matteo, son of Gio.Antonio.
Born  21.08.1805      dead  0.04.1883 in Pontecasale, where he was priest.



SLAVIERO GIO.MATTEO “JOP”

Gio.Matteo Slaviero – Jop son of Gio.Antonio, son of Gio.Maria, son of Matteo and Maria Stefani, 
daughter of Antonio Maria, son of Carlo, widow of Giovanna Maria Spagnolo Scrich, daughter of 
Tommaso, son of Gio.Maria del Tunt.
Born   31.07.1813     dead 11.01.1899
Sons:
− Gio.Battista  born  05.10.1841  married to Speranza Dalla Costa (11.07.1878) emigrated with 

his family to Barbano-Grisignano di Zocco-Vicenza. All. A
− Maria Maddalena  born  08.05.1846   dead  06.02.1894
− Domenico Antonio  born  19.07.1850   married to Maria Vittoria Spagnolo - Neto (13.08.1874); 

emigrated with his family to Barbano (1855). All. B
− Gio.Maria   born   01.01.1853   married  to  Rigoni  Carolina  Giovanna  (20.02.1882)   dead 

29.10.1922.  All.C
− Domenica Luigia   born  21.06.1855

All. A
− Matteo G.D.   Born  22.09.1879
− Maria Maddalena  born  21.01.1882   dead  27.10.1883
− Amadio Augusto  born  27.04.1884
− Domenico G.   born  19.03.1886
− Vittorio Antonio   born  03.01.1888
− Antonio   born  28.01.1890

All. B
− Agostino  born 19.11.1874
− Maria Luigia  born  07.04.1877
− Matteo Antonio  born  11.02.1879
− Paolo Giovanni   born  26.10.1884
− Domenico  born  06.01.1881
− Antonio  born  16.12.1882

All. C
− Domenico A.  born 01.12.1882  married to Domenica Maddalena Sartori-Paval (22.11.1910) 

and later to Margherita Dal Pozzo (09.11.1929). All. C1
− Luigi Rocco   born  16.08.1884  married to Margherita Spagnolo. All. C2
− Giovanni   born 02.12.1886    dead  13.01.1893
− Maria Maddalena    born  29.01.1889  married to Cristiao Dal Pozzo (0905.1908)
− Maria  born  23.05.1891  married to Giovanni Spagnolo-Neto  (26.11.1910)



− Giovanni  born  14.02.1893  married to Gioconda Zen from S. Cipriano -Treviso (09.07.1921). 
All.C3

− Mattea Domenica   born  06.12.1895  married to Natale Matteo Dal Pozzo (17.11.1910)
− Teresa Margherita  born  20.03.1899    emigrated to Arsiero
− Luigia   born  30.12.1899   dead 05.02.1922
− Vittorio   born  28.06.1902
− Costantino  born  04.12.1905

All. C1
− Edisio  born 13.03.1913
− Battistina  born  13.12.1914  married to Rigoni Domenico
− Giovanni  born   18.03.1917   married to Giovanna Vincenzina Rigoni (25.02.1943)
− Lino  born  14.05.1918
− Matteo  born  07.02.1821
− Carla  born  05.05.1922

All. C2
− Matteo  born  16.06.1912  dead  13.03.1916
− Emilio  born  29.03.1914
− Matteo  born 1917    dead  1918
− Placido  born  19.09.1918
− Maria   born  08.08.1919
− Luigia  born 27.04.1922   married to Rebeschini Alfredo A. (28.02.1942)
− Carla  born  15.11.1924

All. C3
− Gelindo     born  15.03.1922

SLAVIERO LUIGI “ULBAR – TUNT”

Luigi  Slaviero  –  Ulbar  Tunt,  son  of  Pietr'Antonio,  son  of  Giacomo,  son  of  Giovanni  and 
Pietr'Antonia  Martello.  First  married  to Maria  Maddalena  Spagnolo,  then with  Lucia  Spagnolo 
Scrich
born    18.04.1803            dead   07.07.1881
Sons:
− Antonio   born  01.11.1838  married toMarangoni Antonia (06.08.1863)      dead 26.01.1914
Sons: 
− Maria Maddalena   born  26.06.1871  married to Vincenzo Slaviero – Casuun (15.02.1896)
− Lucia   born  09.06.1874
− Gio.Battista   born  08.07.1876  married to Maria Spagnolo-Neto (25.11.1899)



Sons:
− Luigi   born  03.04.1919  in Zovon

SLAVIERO GIUSEPPE “ULBAR CAZZADOR”

Giuseppe Slaviero – Ulbar Cazzador, brother of Luigi, son of Pietr'Antonio from Roana, widow of 
Barbara Magnabosco first, and later of Angela Antonia M. Pretto.
Born   06.12.1812   married to Rosa Maria Caldiraro Svanzenar (16.04.1843)        dead 01.04.1891
Sons:
− Pietr'Antonio  born19.08.1857  married to Maria Costa (0102.1883)      dead  18.01.1919 All. A
− Antonia   born  14.03.1865  married to Tondello Giacomo
− Catterina   born 19.09.1867  married to Tondello Orazio
All. A
− Giovanni  born 17.07.1885  married to Cristina Spagnolo – Nelo (002.1907)     All. A1
− Caterina   born  30.12.1887  married to Stefani Matteo F.
− Giuseppe Erminio  born 27.12.1890  married to Maria Maddalena Spagnolo (24.01.1914) All. 

A2
− Amadeo  born  07.07.1897
− Guerrino  born  14.08.1897
− Adolfo   born  28.05.1900
All. A1
− Maria  born 01.09.1907  married to Tondello Caterino
− Domenico  born 15.09.1908
− Augusto  born 12.06.1914
− Arcisa  born  09.02.1921
− I. Antonia  born 25.07.1922 married to Gildo Dal Santo 
All. A2
− Augusto   born 30.09.1902      dead  15.12.1902
− Rino    born 15.03.1915

SLAVIERO FELICE “ULBAR – CAZZADOR”

Felice Slaviero  Ulbar Cazzador, son of Giuseppe and Rosa Caldiraro.
Born  01.08.1860  married to Antonia Maria Spagnolo Scrich (26.11.1887)       dead  09.08.1923
Sons:
− Giuseppe  born  10.12.1888  married to Catterina Stefani (17.02.1912)   All. A
− Albina G.     born 03.02.1891  married to Catterino Rebeschini  (12.11.1910)
− Federico G.  born  14.04.1893  married to Pietra Medici (29.07.1920)     All. B
− Gioconda   born  26.10.1894      dead  17.10.1902
− Cecilia   born  27.09.1896   married to Angelo Savio (05.02.1921)
− Rosa   born  13.09.1898  married to Giovanni Slaviero-Piona (04.11.1922)
− Edoardo M.   born  23.05.1900    dead 13.06.1901



− Edoardo   born  06.03.1902
− Prosdocimo   born  27.12.1903  dead  04.12.1914 in Schio's hospital
− Romeo   born  05.01.1906    dead  20.09.1906
− Gioconda   born  24.12.1908   dead  30.12.190

All. A
− Gioconda   born  09.12.1912
− Ernesta Felicita  born  06.11.1913
− Felice   born  05.01.1916
− Giuseppe   born  15.12.1917
− Antonia Maria and Caterina   born 15.05.1922
− Mario  born  21.02.1927       dead  29.05.1927
− Stelvio Cristiano   born  06.11.1933

All. B
− Felicita   born  06.01.1921
− Olga   born  21.02.1926
− Antonia M.    born  21.02.1931

SLAVIERO COSTANTE “CUNZ”

Costante Slaviero – Cunz, son of Antonio
Born     01.03.1865       dead   0604.1951             married to Vellar Angela(second wife)
Sons:
− Adele     born  08.07.1902    married to Slaviero Costante son of Luigi

Sons:
− Laura   born  05.12.1924  married to Slavadore Gildo from Longarone (12.10.1946)
− Zelinda  born  02.04.1926          emigrated to Belgium
− Mario Ottorino  born  26.09.1931
− Sergio Costante   born  05.04.1938
− Gian Claudio   born  30.12.1942

SLAVIERO GIUSEPPE “PIN”

Giuseppe Slaviero – Pin (Brocca) son of Giuseppe
Born       30.08.1872                           dead 02.10.1929 in Roana       married to Margherita Fabris
Sons:
− Primo     born  31.03.1906 in Dortmund (Germany)           dead  06.09.1974 in Belgium
− Palmira    born  05.09.1907 in Dofselfelt (Germany)    married to Strazzabosco in Asiago



− Bruno   born  05.04.1909 in Dofselfelt (Germany)    dead 02.09.1974 in Belgium        married to 
Slaviero Elda Domenica, daughetr of Giovanni, in Roana (26.04.1929)

SLAVIERO CATTERINO “CAZZADOR” 
 
      

Slaviero Catterino, called “Cazzador”, son of Giacomo and Zovi Domenica
Born      04.02.1846         dead  17.07.1929        married to Vellar Antonia
Sons:
− Domenica   born  14.07.1893
− Antonia Maria     born  19.05.1898
− Catterino G.    born  30.05.1902

SLAVIERO LUIGI “CUNZ”

Slviero Luigison of Pietro and Martello Maria
Born     13.01.1869       married to Celestina Fabris (09.01.1911)          dead  19.04.1932
Sons:
− Pierina    born  07.11.1913   married to Cerato Fortunato  (France)
− Luigi Angelo    born  07.02.1914   married in France
− Cristina   born  21.01.1815
− Maria    born 25.10.1921

SLAVIERO ANGELA widow of SLAVIERO DOMENICO “CUNZ”

Slaviero Angela daughter of Celeste and Martello Teresa, widow of Slaviero Domenico, son of 
Giacomo.
Born     29.03.1867        dead  09.11.1953   (all the family is in Holland)
Sons:
− Domenica    born  01.09.1906    in Belgium
− Giacomo    born  27.12.1891  
− Antonio   born  29.05.1896          married to Fabris Maria           dead  16.11.1946
Sons:
− Maria    born  13.04.1928       married to Stefani Giorgio
− Lina      born  14.09.1934       married to Rebeschin Bruno



SLAVIERO LUIGI “CAZZADOR”

Slaviero Luigi “Cazzador” son of Giovanni and Sartori Domenica
Born      14.08.1908               emigrated to Torino
Slaviero Dolores Angela, sister of Luigi
Born     02.11.1904               emigrated to Torino

SLAVIERO COSTANTE “CUNZ”

Slaviero Costante “Cunz” son of Giacomo Gaspare and Fabris Antonia
Born     03.10.1888      married to Azzolini Augusta (10.06.1910)   all the family emigrated to 
Torino
Sons:
− Gaspare    born in Niedervelds – Austria
− Costante  born  in Niedervelds (1913)
− Augusto   born in Niedervelds (1915)
− Cesare Antonio  born 18.04.1916 in Roana
− Albina   born  27.09.1919 in Roana
− Maria    born  11.05.1922 in Roana
− Ottavio  born  21.04.1924 in Roana
− Giacomo  born in Torino (1928)
− Candido  born in Torino 
− Antonietta  born in Torino

SLAVIERO CESARE “CUNZ”

Slaviero Cesare “Cunz”, son of Giacomo Gaspare and Fabris Antonia
Born     06.07.1892                   dead in Trieste
Slaviero Melania, sister of Cesare
Born    25.09.1894

SLAVIERO DOMENICO “CUNZ”

Slaviero Domenico “Cunz”, son of Giovanni and Loser Maria
Born      16.10.1885       married to Martello Maria and later to Ben Erminia
Sons (all of them with the first wife):



− Ernesto    born  13.06.1910  in Flaisen Rheinland (Germany)      married to Stefani Antonia
− Mario Ettore   born  26.06.1914  in  Stoppenberg (Germany)   married  to Zovi  Leonilda in 

Belgium. All. A
− Maddalena L.    born  08.09.1915
− Giovanna D.     born  24.04.1917 in Vicenza
− Laura       born  23.11.1920 in Roana       married to Bianchet Aldo in Lusighe (Belluno)
All. A
− Maria Pia     born  09.01.1940 in Montignie (Belgium)

SLAVIERO GIOVANNI “CUNZ”

Slaviero Giovanni, son of Giovanni and Loser Maria
Born     03.08.1882     married to Bonato Maria and later to Vellar Maria              dead  17.02.1959
Sons:
− Antonietta    born 10.03.1910 in Linden (Germany)     married to Vitella Pietro

SLAVIERO GIOVANNI “CUNZ”

Slaviero Giovanni son of Antonio and Tondello Antonia
Born      19.02.1846               dead  11.09.1932     
Sons:
− Augusto    born  19.07.1891              married to Zovi Antonia (13.11.1920)

Sons:
− Maria   born 10.06.1921
− Maria Maddalena   born  13.08.1923
The family emigrated to Argentina.

SLAVIERO GIUSEPPE “ULBAR”

Slaviero Giuseppe “Ulbar” son of Giovanni and Martello Margherita.
Born          .....                      dead 16.11.1937         married to Sartori Giustina

SLAVIERO LUIGI SECONDO “CUNZ”

Slaviero Luigi Secondo “Cunz”, son of Giovanni and Loser Maria
Born     11.04.1877     married to Zovi Domenica                          dead 28.07.1966
Sons:



− Giovanni   born 10.10.1906   married to Cunico Giovanna  (All. A)
− Ettorina Antonia   born  29.08.1914  married to Dente Giovanni
All. A
− Elda Domenica  born  26.04.1929
− Luigino Antonio  born  10.03.1931                  married in Belgium
− Pacifico   born  16.10.1932                              married in Belgium
− Luciano   born  13.11.1936                              emigrated to Belgium
− Franco     born  .......1946                                 emigrated to Belgium

SLAVIERO GERARDO

Slaviero Gerardo son of Giuseppe (son of matteo, son of Gerardo, son of Domenico)
Born    10.07.1802       married to Barbara Rigoni(30.04.1829)
Sons:
− Giuseppe Francesco Ferdinando   born 10.09.1837    married to Laura Fattori (All. A)
− Gerardo Ilarione   born 13.07.1839
− Catterina Maddalena Barbara   born 01.02.1841
All. A
− Argia Paolina Lucia   born 21.06.1862
− Aldo   born 1866   married to Giulia Rossi    dead 1944 (in Carpi, Modena)    All. A1
All. A1
− Giuseppe   born 1888 (Rome)   married to Toraldo Costanza    dead 1962 (Latina)
− Aldo   born 1889 (Rome)   dead 1950 (Florence)
− Mario   born 1895 (Rome)   dead 1973 (Reggio Emilia)
− Annamaria   born 1904 (Jesi)   married to Giovanni Fiori
All. A1
Sons of Giuseppe
− Aldo   born 1917 (Messina)   married to Pasini Valentina
− Renato   born 1921 (Messina)   married to Strohmayer Maria   dead 1999 (Tourin)
− Laura   born 1925 (Messina)   married to Fino Giuseppe
− Myriam   born 1928 (Messina)   married to Molinari Enzo

SLAVIERO AURELIO

Slaviero Aurelio born 10.10.1833 (Rotzo)   dead 02.01.1922 (Asiago)
Sons:
− ??, soon dead in Venice
− Guido   born ??   dead 1935-6 (Agazzano)
− Ilaria   born ??   dead in Asiago



− Tranquilla   born ??   dead in Asiago
− Giuseppe   born 05.04.1875 (Asiago)   dead 12.09.1905 (Vicenza)   All. A
All. A
Sons of Giuseppe
− Iolanda   born 04.06.1901   dead 10.01.1978
− Aurelio   born 27.06.1903   dead 09.05.1973 (Milan)

SLAVIERO DOMENICO
Slaviero Domenico, son of Giuseppe   born 01.10.1883 (Roana)    emigrated with his family in1884 
to Diano marina (Imperia).
Sons:
− Maria Vittoria   born 1915
− Alessandra
− Giuseppina
− Maria Lucia
− Giampaolo
− Giuseppe
− Gianfranco
− Giampiero Enrico
− Anna Maria

SLAVIERO GIUSEPPE

Slaviero Giuseppe born in Mezzaselva (Roana).
Sons:
− Giuseppe  (emigrated o Belgium, his son Ferruccio died young)
− Maria
− Benedetto   born 20.09.1917   dead 19.06.1917 (Mountain Ortigara's battle, IWW)   All. A
− Luigi   born ?? in Mezzaselva (Roana)   All. B
All. A
Benedetto, married to Fabris Pierina
Sons:
− Giovanni   born 06.12.1914   married to Iolanda Balestri   dead 20.09.1999
Sons:
− Roberto

All. B
Luigi, married to Matilde Cantele
Sons:



− Arturo   born 05.10.1914   dead 07.03.1980  (All. B1)
− Angelina
All. B1
Arturo, married to Maria Bisi
Sons:
− Franco   born 1942   dead 1974
− Oscar   born 1946

SLAVIERO GIOVANNI

Slaviero Giovanni   born ?? in Mezzaselva   married to Maria Martello   dead ??
Sons:
− Domenico   born 22.12.1915   married to Maria Antonietta Muzzopappa   dead 12.04.1999

SLAVIERO'S LISTS OF S. PIETRO VALDASTICO

SLAVIERO “FOZATI”
Slaviero Antonio, son of paolo and Bonifaci Maria          born  08.07.1858 in Rotzo
Slaviero Paolo G. son of Antonio and Sartori Rosa          born  04.06.1881      “
Slaviero Marianna daughter of     “               “                   born  02.11.1886      “
Slaviero Pietro son of                   “               “                   born  11.11.1889      “
Slaviero Lodovico                        “               “                   born  25.02.1891      “
Slaviero Giuseppe                        “               “                   born  02.01.1893      “
Slaviero  Maria daughter              “               “                   born  18.07.1895      “
Slaviero Gio.Maria son of Gio.Battista and Cerato Angela        born  28.09.1883 in Rotzo
Slaviero Pietro                  “                             “                          born  03.01.1892       “
Slaviero Maria daughter   “                             “                          born  30.09.1899       “

SLAVIERO “FOZATI – MOSCA”

Slaviero Giovanni son of Gio.Battista and Fontana Maddalena     born 27.09.1861    “
Slaviero Giuseppe               “                          “                               born 31.10.1868    “
Slaviero Antonio                 “                          “                               born 13.10.1874    “
Slaviero Maria                     “                          “                               born 15.05.1878    “
Slaviero Fortunato               “                          “                               born 13.01.1882    “
Slaviero Giuseppe son of Giovanni and Lorenzi Giuseppa             born 03.01.1890    “
Slaviero Maria M. daughter       “                    “                               born 15.01.1895    “
Slaviero Ant. Guerr.                   “                    “                               born 17.09.1898    “



Slaviero Anna Madd.                  “                    “                              born 03.01.1890     “
Slaviero Giovanni                       “                    “                              born 29.12.1906     “
Slaviero Augusta daughter of Giuseppe and Pretto Orsola              born 09.11.1889     “
Slaviero Giuseppina                   “                     “                              born 21.01.1895     “
Slaviero Augusto G.                   “                     “                              born 16.07.1897     “
Slaviero Luigi P.                         “                     “                              born 06.09.1899     “
Slaviero Giuseppe F.                  “                     “                               born 30.07.1903     “

SLAVIERO “FOZATI – DANOCA”

Slaviero Francesco, son of Gio.Battista and Pretto Domenica       born  10.01.1832
Slaviero Giovanni, son of Francesco and Pretto M. Teresa            born  15.12.1857
Slaviero Guerrina, daughter          “                     “                          born  22.10.1870
Slaviero Francesco, son                 “                     “                         born  18.09.1879
Slaviero M.Maddalena, daughter of Giovanni and Lucca Teresa  born 25.11.1893
Slaviero Cesare, son of                            “                    “                born 06.08.1895
Slaviero Luigia Ter., daughter of             “                   “                 born 05.09.1897
Slaviero Giovanna                                    “                   “                 born 15.09.1899
Slaviero Domenica                                   “                   “                 born 03.12.1903
Slaviero Francesco, son                            “                   “                 born 05.04.1906
Slaviero Franco                                         “                   “                 born 06.04.1910

SLAVIERO “FOZATO ERE”

Slaviero Gio.Battista, son of Antonio and Pretto Maria                 born 09.12.1849
Slaviero Domenica, daughter of Francesco and Pretto Maria        born 31.01.1854

Slaviero emigrated to U.S.A. at the beginning of the XX century:
Slaviero Antonio, son of Gio.Battista and Dal Pozzo Domenica              born 05.02.1888
Slaviero Nicola                          “                             “                                born 19.04.1891
Slaviero Michele                        “                             “                                born 17.08.1893
Slaviero Augusto                        “                             “                               born 24.10.1898













Campolongo (Rotzo).

         Mezzaselva of Roana.



                                       The “Fozati degli Slavieri” quarter in S. Pietro Valdastico.

        The Truglio's quarter, ancient land of the “Cunz” families.



        S. Pietro Valdastico.



 Chapter XI

THE COAT-ARMOUR

The coat-armour expresses a deed,  remembers  an event:  for this  reason it  becomes a mark,  an 
illustrated surname. The true coat-armour of the Slaviero family dates from the period between the 
end of the XV century and the beginning of the XVI century (the same period of the surname’s 
birth). It has only a noble function, it’s an ornament which gives lustre to the family.
Instead of this in the medieval age it didn’t have an aesthetic exigency, but it was a mark used to 
clearly identify the rivals and it was on the shields and on the helmets. During the XV and the XVI 
centuries the middle class families and the well to do artisans and farmers imitated the habitude of 
the noble families to adorn themselves with a coat-armour.
This request ended in the XVII century. The coat-armour was placed on the houses, on the doors, 
on the bridges, on the tombs and on household and professional objects too. This was done to show 
the power and the prestige of a family.
Giuseppe Nelli in his book “Epitome storiche economiche dei sette comuni vicentini” says that he 
found the coat-armour of the Slavieros on the doctors documents.  This thing explains the legal 
function of the coat-armour as a guarantee and authenticity sign.

DESCRIPTION
The coat-armour is an heraldic curled shield. It’s blue surrounded in silver, with a central black 
cross and with a silver helmet on the top.

COLOURS AND ELEMENTS MEANING
Silver: with gold is one of the two metals used in heraldry. It represents the light and the air among 
the elements, the moon among the stars, the pearl among the jewels and it’s a harmony, purity, 
clemency, gentleness and quiet symbol.
Together with other colours, silver gets special meanings: with blue it’s the victory emblem. Silver 
has always been the national colour of France and consequently of italian guelfi.
Blue: one of the five colours used in heraldry. It represents the ocean and the firmament, that mean 
respectively  water  and  air.  It  means  also  loyalty,  fidelity  and  good  reputation.  Warriors  often 
adopted it to express victory, fame, vigilance and Country love. Blue was the main colour of France 
and so in Italy it represented the guelfi (even if it was also present on the ghibellini shields).
Cross: they appeared during the XIV century, in different colours for different meanings ( red for 
Spain, white for France, blue for Italy, orange or black for Germany). The cross represented on the 
coat-armours often remembers the crusades. 
Helmet: it remembers the chivalry and the military deeds. In the case of the Slavieros it remembers 
the ancient chivalrous nobility or it’s a distinction’s symbol.



The coat-armour of the Slavieros.



 Chapter XII

STORIES, TALES AND TRADITIONS OF THE SEVEN TOWNS

SHORT STORIES
This is a collection of stories about some Slavieros.

HUNTING, WHAT A PASSION!
1-STRATEGIES AND SQUABBLES  (Pietro Slaviero)
I’ve always worked hard in my life, everyday,  excepted for the hunting season. I have had the 
licence for 44 years and I have also got a silver medal as the oldest hunter of the town. I’ve always 
had two hounds. I had my team that I directed. Everybody wanted to come with me, but I always 
refused:  4-5 men, always  the same, no one more. We left  at  3 a.m. and we came back in the 
evening. In every season we were able to kill 13-14 roe-bucks, sometimes two in the same day. We 
could hunt on Sunday and Wednesday and who was hunting a day couldn’t hunt also in the other 
one.
We always went on Wednesday, we lost a working day, but it was valuable. On Sunday it was too 
crowded, what a hell!
Dogs everywhere and so many hunters that often there were squabbles. Someone was terrible! For 
example Costante, the father of Gianclaudio. Ah! He was the most terrible! Terrible! His dogs all 
the times! His dogs all the times! If you found a hare it was for sure that his dogs had tracked it 
down. And if you saw a roe-buck and you shot it,  it  was all  the times the one that they were 
following from the morning. And what about his uncle?...exactly the same!

2-POLICE WAS RIGHT!  (Pietro Slaviero)
When I was young I was always hunting, without licence. The forest-guard run after me so many 
times, but he never caught me!
One day I was hunting with my nephew in the valleys at the bottom of the town and the old envious 
hunters called the police. At about 2 p.m. we were tired and we were coming back to the town when 
suddenly two carabineers appeared from a hidden corner. –keep still! Rifles off!-they said. And 
what about us? We run away as fast as possible with our rifles. 
The carabineers followed us, but we better knew the forest and we quickly got an advantage of 50 
metres, then we turned taking a hidden path that they couldn’t know. And we were lucky. They 
went straight and they reached a further valley where there was Costante, the father of Gianclaudio, 
who was hunting without licence too.
When he saw the carabineers he run away and he went to the house of his relatives, who had landed 
him the rifle.  He hid the rifle  in the crib under the hay and then he made off.  But one of the 
carabineers saw him entering that house. So they went to the house and they began to search for 



him, but they found only women (all the men were in fact working abroad). Finally they luckily 
found the rifle still hot and the women at that point had to say the name of Costante. Later Costante 
had to pay a fine (180 lire, the nowadays 900 euros) and he even didn’t get the rifle back. After 
some months I told him what had happened that day and how the carabineers running after me 
finally found him. I was afraid of his reaction, but after a short pause he said:-Well, they were right! 
It’s always been a Slaviero the one who had to pay!-.



The “Cunz-Gheli” hunting team. Standing, from the left: Gio. Maria Slaviero, Costante Slaviero “Gheli”, Vincenzo 
Pertile,  Luigi  Slaviero “Cunz”,  Domenico Slaviero “Cunz”.  Sitting,  from the right:  Giovanni Slaviero “Cunz”, 
Costante Slaviero (son of Luigi), Benvenuto Martello, Giacomo Fabris, Antonio Zovi.



The “Cunz-Gheli” hunting team: (from the left) Costante Slaviero, Giovanni Slaviero “Cunz”, Vincenzo Pertile, Luigi 
Slaviero “Cunz”, Costante Slaviero “Gheli”, Costante Slaviero (son of Luigi), Giacomo Fabris, Benvenuto Martello, 
Antonio Zovi.



THE ORIGIN OF THE NICKNAME “GHELI”  (Gianclaudio and Ottorino Slaviero)
Slaviero Costante  was born in 1865. He was the younger  son of a Slaviero Cunz family from 
Roana. His brothers were animals dealers and his family was one of the richest of the town. When 
Costante was 6 years old he went to school and in that period a group of pigs, sold in Lavarone 
from his family, had a disease and all the animals died. Unfortunately someone who had bought the 
animals didn’t kill and buried them as ordered, but instead of this, they took the better parts and 
they ate them. So they got ill and 1 or 2 of them died. The family of Costante was charged and then 
they lost the charge suit. They had to sell everything to pay charges and damages and they suddenly 
became poor. The child was ashamed of this and he spent all his time by himself in the valleys and 
the lawns. 
When at midday he came back home his brothers and his parents asked him: -Where have you been 
today Costante?-and  he  answered:-I’ve  been  in  the  valley  today-.  –And  what  have  you  found 
there?-. –I’ve found a nest of a bird which sings: cir, cir, gheli-(which is the green finch call).
This thing happened many times and every time Costante answered in the same way. so he got the 
nickname “gheli” and since that moment all his descendants were called “gheli”.

“RECUPERANTI” - RECOVERING MEN - (Pietro Slaviero)
In the period between 1926 and 1934, every man living in the town, worked as recovering man to 
earn some money. In fact there was no other job except the peasant. It was a poor life, every family 
had his pig and the only food was milk and potatoes. At that time everybody had to be a recovering 
man.  We  worked  together,  in  teams,  and  we  recovered  iron  and  brass  for  the  foundries  and 
explosive for the mines. I was a recovering man too and I worked many times with projectiles of 
every size. When we found a projectile we took away the breech, where there was the device of 
explosion, then we recovered the gun powder.
It was a dangerous work, but it was the only way to earn something. Everything was destroyed, 
there weren’t even forests or woods, but only expanses of destroyed tree trunks, that we cut and 
used to build shelters for the night.
Many men died or got injuries making recovering. 
In 1927 I remember Giovanni and Gildo Slaviero, two guys who had just left the army and who 
were recovering men with other two friends. 
One day they found a projectile 305 (about 70 kg of gun powder) and they began to defuse it.
At the beginning the breeches weren’t taken away unscrewing, but beating. So Giovanni and Gildo 
started to beat the breech and maybe they beat too hard. Unfortunately they exploded. There were 
no remains, searching around we gathered up 10 kg of remains of both of them, which were bared 
together in the cemetery.

QUALITY’S CARPENTERS  (Ettore Slaviero)
Giovanni Battista and Francesco Slaviero emigrated to Ethiopia in 1935 to work. They were skilled 
carpenters and they got the contract for the building of the “imperial cinema” of Adis Abbeba. One 
day they were preparing themselves to build a lintel while a Greek engineer was calculating the 
capacity of the lintel  and the quantity of materials.  Francesco,  who was curious, stopped some 



minutes in front of the engineer’s desk to look at what he was doing. The engineer stopped, looked 
at him and said:-what do you want to do here, you understand nothing about maths!-. Francesco felt 
wounded in his spirit and he answered:-You think you’re the only one able to do that? Give me a 
paper and a pen and look!-. So he began to calculate. Giovanni Battista, who was looking for him, 
found him near the engineer’s desk reading the results. When he finished the engineer exclaimed:-
but  you’re  more  than  a  carpenter,  you’re  skilled  with  calculations  and  even  with  applied 
mathematics.  And Francesco answered:-In Italy,  the most of carpenters knows maths as I do!-. 
Since that day the Slaviero brothers had the esteem not only of that engineer, but of the direction 
office and of everyworker too.

LIFE HAS STRANGE COINCIDENCES  (Ettore Slaviero)
After my wounding during the second world war I was discharged and in 1941 I was moved in 
Valdastico as town-clerk.
Because of my job I often had to go to Vicenza and during one of these trips I saw in a bookstall the 
“Signal”, the magazine of the german army.  It was open and in the central pages it showed an 
article  about  the  famous  german painters  of  the  IXX century,  with  many big  pictures  of  their 
paintings.  At  that  time one  of  my favourite  hobby was  painting  and  so  I  decided  to  buy the 
magazine with he aim of reproducing those paintings. That magazine was thrown away later, but I 
kept those pages for the reason that I’ve said before. In July the 16th 1944 there was a raking near 
my house because of a fight between partisans and Nazi soldiers. I was kept and the Nazi decided to 
shoot me and other five guys immediately. They also decided to burn the houses of the “Fozati” and 
“Costa bassa “districts, accused to host “rebels and traitors”. Later I knew that the day before a 
group of partisans had attacked the barracks of Tonezza and then they had stayed for the night in the 
huts near our district in order to escape the day after to the plateau.
We were on the road, watched over from some soldiers while some other searched our houses, 
destroying everything.  Suddenly a soldier,  running out from my house, took to his superior the 
pages of the review, that I had put on my beside table. The tenant asked:-Who read “Signal”?-.
-That’s me- I answered and he said:-Ah! You read “Signal”!-. He carefully folded the pages and put 
them in my arms saying, in a difficult italian:-You go home, me don’t burn houses any more-.
So for this strange coincidence my life and our houses were safe. 



The beautiful country house of Lodovico Slaviero in Torri di Quartesolo (VI). His father from S. Pietro Valdastico 
bought it at the beginning of the XX century.
        



TALES AND LEGENDS OF THE SEVEN TOWNS

PELDRICC AND THE QUEEN OF ALTABURG
Once upon a time there was on the top of the Altaburg the amazing castle of Ostera, the queen of 
elves and fairies.
These magic creatures lived in the forests and in the woods keeping everything tidy and taking care 
of lawns and clearings.
The reign of Ostera was made of seven forests and each one of these was governed by a dwarf. But 
Welusch, the governor dwarf of the forest of Foza, was corrupted from men and his desire was to 
rule on all the reign.
The other dwarfs didn’t support him and his project, but instead of this they told Ostera about his 
bad intentions. It was for this reason that Ostera expelled Welusch from her reign and so he left, 
brooding over vengeance.
The dwarf reached the town of Rotzo, where lived a beautiful and strong guy, called Peldricc. The 
young man had a great desire: reach the reign of Ostera and look at the so famous castle. Welusch, 
who wanted his revenge on Ostera, persuaded Peldricc to go to the reign, saying: “This enterprise is 
not so difficult and dangerous as everybody says, especially for you, the hero of Rotzo”. Welusch 
also promised Peldricc to help him giving him a magic ring.
“This magic ring has the power to make you invisible” he said “so that you could easily reach the 
Altaburg and look at its amazements without being discovered”.
So Peldricc left Rotzo and got into the charmed reign of Ostera. This land was beautiful and in 
harmony:  dwarfs  were  working  joyfully  and there  were  flowers  everywhere.  But  the  castle  of 
Ostera was the most impressive thing: it was all made of gold and silver and it was so bright that its 
light reflected all around. Inside, the walls were covered in jewels and in the most surprising room 
he saw Ostera. The queen was standing in front of her throne, while she was talking to her dwarfs. 
Ostera was so beautiful that there weren’t human words to describe her. Her eyes were as blue as 
the sky and her long blond hair seemed to shine like the sunlight. Peldricc was so enraptured that he 
couldn’t restrain a shout of astonishment and so he was discovered.
But Ostera and her dwarfs were good so she took the magic ring and asked Peldricc to promise not 
to come back any more and to keep the secret of everything about her reign. Finally she also added: 
“ If you will break this promise you will loose your courage and you will be turned into a flying 
giant condemned to wander forever through the forest without peace”.
But Peldricc had lost his peace anyway because since he had seen Ostera, he had fallen in love with 
her. Ostera had fallen in love with Peldricc too and since that day her dreams were only about him.
The days went by and so the months and the two young lovers were suffering for that love without 
hope.
One day the cruel Welusch came back to Peldricc and gave him another magic ring, more powerful 
than the first one. Peldricc wore it and without hesitations came back to the Altaburg and to Ostera. 



When he saw her he showed himself to the queen and he said:” My life has no meanings without 
you. I beg you, come with me”.
The queen couldn’t resist Peldricc and his love so she embraced him and after a moment of doubtful 
silence she decided to follow him.
This decision was so hard for Ostera because she knew that this meant leaving forever her reign, the 
dwarfs, the fairies and the elves. But her heart belonged to Peldricc and she couldn’t live far from 
him.
So the same evening Ostera and Peldricc made for the limits between the reign of Altaburg and the 
reign of  men.  While  she  was walking Ostera  thought  that  she was  going to  loose immortality 
forever and that she was going to become a human being while Peldricc was going to meet his sad 
destiny.
When the two lovers reached the limit's oak Ostera asked Peldricc to spend there the night, in that 
small part of neutral land. When Ostera woke up in the morning she saw Peldricc, who was looking 
at her with a smile, but she was sad because her heart felt a bad presentiment. In fact the prophet 
Ganna had told her before leaving: “If Peldricc will loose his courage your fate and his one will be 
decided”.
Right in that moment a hunter reached the clearing and Ostera told Peldricc to hide with her behind 
the oak, but instead of this the young hero approached the hunter with some questions. That man 
was from Rotzo too, but Peldricc didn’t remember about him and when he asked other news he 
understood that something strange had happened. The hunter told him that there were no Peldricc in 
Rotzo and that the only one he knew was the one of the tales about Ostera and the Altaburg. In fact 
the time in the two reigns was different and one night in the magic reign was like one hundred of 
human years. Peldricc wondered what was happening when he turned to Ostera and in the same 
moment he felt a dreadful fear and he screamed. In fact Ostera hiding behind the oak, had touched 
with her foot the reign of men and suddenly she had been turned into an old. Peldricc didn’t stand 
that vision and in that same moment of fear the prophecy came true and he was transformed into a 
flying giant. 
This  is  the  end of  the  sad  story  of  the  queen  of  Altaburg,  but  the  memory  of  Ostera  is  still 
everywhere in the mountains around Rotzo so that in her honour a rock is called “Ostersteela”(the 
rock of Ostera). And it’s there, that the beautiful queen come during the full moon nights, to call her 
lover Peldricc, so that they can stay together for a while. In fact during those nights the god Thor 
gave Ostera the privilege to become again beautiful like she was once in the reign of dwarfs and 
fairies of Altaburg.







The Altaburg seen  from the Altarknotto.

VERENA AND PORTULE

Many years ago, during the feast of S. Mark (April the 25th) a girl called Verena met a boy called 
Portule and they fell in love. But Portule, who was a shepherd, soon had to leave Verena to go to 
the pastures of Marcesina plain. 
In that place there were often fights between the shepherds from the seven towns and those from 
Grigno. In fact Marcesina had huge pastures, wide forests and many streams and so it was the most 
desired territory from all the shepherds.
During one of these fights Portule was captured and the Grignesi, who claimed the property of a 
part of Marcesina, threatened to kill him if they hadn’t obtained that.
So the shepherds of the seven towns, united by a brotherhood spirit, decided to go to Grigno to set 
Portule free. But the Grignesi discovered that and so they moved Portule to a further castle. This 
castle was on the top of a mountain so far that the only sounds that Portule could hear were the 
wind and the wolves. Fortunately Portule was strong and clever and he was able to escape, but he 
didn’t know that place and walking around he got lost.
In the meantime Verena knew the bad news about Portule and desperate, walked through the forests 
looking for him until  she got lost  too. She was crying when a ray of moonlight was suddenly 



transformed into a fairy. Verena was scared for a moment, but when she saw the beautiful face of 
that creature she felt encouraged. The fairy asked her: “ Why are you crying Verena?”. So Verena 
told her story and when she finished the fairy gave her a small bird. It was grey with a lighter colour 
on the breast and dark strokes on the abdomen. Then the fairy said:” Kiss this small bird on the 
head and whisper this:

little bird, little bird
fly to my beloved
and call him too

with your song co-cù
Verena did so and in a second the small bird flew away, reached Portule, perched on his shoulder 
and then it sang.

co-cù, co-cù
follow my song now

and you won’t get lost anyhow,
co-cù, co-cù

come on, Verena is waiting for you
The cuckoo showed the road to Portule and finally he found Verena.
So later, Verena came back to the forest calling the fairy to thank her. When the fairy appeared 
Verena took a bow and kissed her feet. Then the fairy said: “ Oh Verena, your love is so deep and 
pure that I want to give you a present. I want to trap the cuckoo song so that you could always reach 
your beloved”.
So the fairy gave Verena a cuckoo made of terracotta. It was a whistle and with its sound she could 
reach Portule everywhere, even if far away from home.
Later Verena learnt to reproduce that object and gave it to her sons so that they could gave it to their 
girlfriends.  Verena and Portule  lived in harmony for many years  and when they died the fairy 
changed them into two mountains of the plateau.
So the heights known as Portule and Verena eternally remember that a lost love could be found 
again, becoming stronger and more beautiful like the mountains.
This event gave origin in Canove to the tradition in the day of S. Mark to give as a present to the 
beloved a whistle made of terracotta in cuckoo shape.
The whistle was called “kukle”, in honour of that miraculous cuckoo’s song.



The mountains Verena (on the left) and Portule (on he right).

THE SANGUINELLO*
*sanguinello: a little magic creature, red dressed, resembling to gnome, but particularly insolent and 
playful.

When the  Cimbers  came to  the  plateau  from northern  Europe,  they were  followed from other 
strange wild creatures: not animal and not even human. These creatures were called gnomes and 
sanguinelli, and both were accustomed to men’s presence. But the sanguinelli on the contrary of the 
gnomes, loved to make jokes to men and tease them.
For example they drank all the milk of the cows, so that the day after the milkings were scarce, or 
they plaited and ruffled the manes and tails of horses or they played with the children’s hair.



Cows grazing in the plateau lawns.

Once upon a time in the cowshed of a man from Foza disappeared half of a milk-pale. This thing 
had happened many times to other shepherds too so this man, called Giacomo Steiner, decided, 
together with the others, to watch over their cowshed during the night.
After some weeks one night,  while Giacomo was almost falling asleep in his cowshed,  he was 
awaken from the singing of a screech-owl. After some minutes he heard a rustle and some light 
steps and then he saw a small creature, red dressed, drinking the milk. Suddenly he seized that 
wizard  creature,  which  was  fidgeting  and screaming.  All  that  noise  woke  up  his  family,  who 
reached him and helped him to fasten that being, the sanguinello. 
The day after, the news about the capture of a sanguinello spread all over Foza and so every hamlet 
sent his representative to the Seiner’s district, together with the doyen of the town.
When they went to the house of Giacomo Steiner they saw the sanguinello. He was crying and 
begging for freedom. His entreaties had touched the hearts of the doyen and the other men, but they 
decided not to tell him about their decision. In fact they were worried about the behaviour of the 
sanguinello,  or  the  others  of  his  race,  which  drank  the  milk  and made  tricks,  harmful  for  the 
families of Foza.
The sanguinello was desperate, or maybe he understood the indecision of men, and so he begged 
again for freedom with the promise of a secret’s revelation.
“This secret” he said “ is well known to every sanguinello, but no human being knows about it!”.



So  the  doyen  answered:”  Let’s  hear  about  it!”.  And the  sanguinello  began:”  you  can  make  a 
delicious product, easy to transport, that can be preserved for a very long time, more than milk!”. In 
conclusion the sanguinello taught them how to make butter. 
The doyen and the other representatives tried immediately to make it and they concluded:” This 
secret is extraordinary!”. But they still were doubtful. In fact that reward wasn’t enough for all the 
damages suffered before.
The sanguinello decided to reveal another secret, more important than the first one. And so he said:” 
If you heat the milk, adding the rennet and then doing some manufactures, you will obtain a paste. 
If  then you  take  this  paste  and put  it  in  a  wooden mould with  salt  you  will  obtain,  after  the 
maturation, a great food, better than the butter and the meat itself! Its name is cheese”.
But when he saw the men still doubtful he began to cry saying:” I have a family too and they’re 
probably worried about me. Who will give them food, I’m angry too! And who will support my 
wife Huunig (honey)?”. So the men, moved, gave him some food and they decided to set him free 
after a last secret. And it was so. He taught them how to make buttermilk curd.
After this, they set the sanguinello free, but as soon as he reached the wood he stopped on a rock 
and screamed them with amused voice: “ Thanks for setting me free! But you aren’t so cunning 
because you don’t know yet the most precious secret of milk! Now no chance!”.
So finally the sanguinello gave vent to his playful and mocking nature. 
The fourth secret of the sanguinello remained unknown, but with butter, cheese and buttermilk-curd 
the families of the plateau could live better, especially during the winter. So when all the land was 
covered in snow Giacomo Steiner thought, looking at it:” Everything is so beautiful, the snow is so 
white and clear that it seems to be delicious cream. It’s really a pity that it can’t be transformed into 
butter!  Who knows  maybe  the  last  secret  of  the  sanguinello  was  a  mixture  of  cream or  milk 
sweetened and snow...”.
That secret was unknown for many centuries in spite of many other discoveries, until men finally 
found it out.
But maybe they didn’t find it out, maybe another sanguinello told them about it.

MARCESINA E RE ZALIN
Marcesina lawns were the greenest and richest of the plateau and the shepherds of the seven towns 
often had to defend them from the Grignesi. The Grignesi in fact wanted to use those lawns for their 
animals even if the king Ezzelino, called the monk, had allowed them only to the Altopianesi.
But the old and kind king died and his son, who became the new king, was so cruel to be called the 
tyrant.
One  day  the  cruel  king,  called  Zalin,  went  to  the  plateau  to  listen  to  the  complaints  of  the 
Altopianesi about the abuses of the Grignesi.
The representatives of the shepherds spoke one after the other and when they finished the king, 
instead of answering, ordered his soldiers to beat them and to cut off the nose to one, an eye to 
another one, the tongue to another one...The terrified shepherds were begging piety when suddenly 



in the sky appeared the gentle old king Ezzelino. The good king told his son to stop immediately, 
but king Zalin at that sight had turned pale and had run away with his soldiers. The good king 
healed the representatives and at the end he told them to go away from that place. In fact it was 
August the 10th, the richest falling stars night, when S. Laurence carefully put them out before they 
reach the earth. But that night S. Laurence spent his time talking with king Ezzelino and he forgot 
to look after the sky on Marcesina. So all the stars fell down and those green and fertile lawns 
became a land full of stones.

Horses (Haflinger) grazing in Campolongo.



TRADITIONS OF THE SEVEN TOWNS

1-SCHELLA MARZ
This tradition is still alive in the mountains area of Vicenza. The aim of this event is to dispel the 
winter and to call the spring. To do this our ancestors and nowaday, especially the children and the 
young boys, walked through the streets making a strong noise with everything. This happens the 
evenings of February the 26th 27th and 28th (or February the27th 28th and 29th). 
Once,  the last  evening, the people of Rotzo, Lusiana and Asiago met  to light a bonfire,  which 
represented the winter, and to sing:
“Schèlla schèlla Marz, garibet de kapuccen, aussar de rajkken!”
The meaning is clear: season change means vegetables change too.
Every town of the plateau had special habits for this feast. For example in Foza people used to run 
on the lawns bare feet singing:” Fora febraro che marso xè qua”. While in Lusiana people used to 
sing “Ciamemo, brusemo Marso”.
In the past people made noise beating on the pans with sticks, but nowaday the children trail empty 
cans and someone use fireworks, while the young boys with big boxes knock to everybody’s door 
asking for cakes, candies, wine or whatever!

           Snowdrops.

2- THE KUKLEN AND THE S. MARK FAIR
This tradition is very ancient and it began at the end of the XIV century in Canove. April the 25th 

was the day when shepherds left for the plain so the S. Mark fair was a cattle’s fair.
All the families waited that fair to buy what they needed and to sell their products.



The kukle was the symbol of that fair, it was a whistle in cuckoo’s shape that the shepherds gave to 
their lovers before leaving.
During the years of the first world war this fair disappeared, but later it found its vitality again year 
after year. The kukle tradition came back too, but with a new meaning.
In fact today giving a kukle as a present is a token of friendship, affection, love, so they are used 
between boys and girls, husbands and wives, grandparents and nephews, sons and mothers, friends 
and so on.
However, in Roana’s district, who receives as a present a kukle has to give back to the lover or 
friend, a painted egg during the Ascension day.

   The kuklen, or “cuchi”.

3- THE ASCENSION DAY
As above mentioned, who receives a kukle during S. Mark fair, has to thank giving as a gift a 
painted egg. But this tradition was more important in the past (until the first world war), especially 
for men, because the woman who gave as a present a painted egg to a man, accepted his love. It was 
a token of love.
Another tradition, still alive, was to celebrate the Ascension with a picnic. The most famous picnic 
is in Camporovere, where all the people meet in a place called Hoel for the mass and the huge 
picnic with the famous and delicious “Fortaja coi sponsoi” (a kind of mushrooms omelette).



4- THE ROGATIONS OF ALTABURG
The pilgrimage to the Altaburg in Rotzo is an ancient tradition, still alive, in spite of the episcopal 
prohibition of the 1665. In fact the procession was in June the 25th at the anciently, but the bishop 
Gregorio Barbarigo forbade it because it was “too indecent for that sacrament”. But, in spite of this, 
the people of Rotzo continued to do it simply moving the event to the Ascension day.
The Altaburg ( it means ancient village, gods shelter ) before was dedicated to all the gods and later 
only to Christ. 
Near the Altaburg there is the Altarknotto, the most ancient druidic altar of the plateau. Once the 
ancient populations offered human sacrifices to gods and later animals. In fact the ancient nordic 
religion forbid to build temples and so the people adored their gods in the forests, lawns, caves or in 
places like the Altarknotto.
Nowaday the Rogations of Altaburg leave from the centre of Rotzo and go to the Altaburg through 
the woods and the lawns while people pray and sing the old cimber songs.

5- THE TIN TAN NONA
This old tradition has partly disappeared. Partly because the bells of Roana and Canove still keep its 
memory alive.
The Tin Tan Nona it’s a particular bells stroke. The melody of the Tin Tan Nona in fact was played 
every day at 11.45 a.m. ( the “nona” – ninth – hour ). This was the notice of midday for the wives, 
who had to take the lunch to their husbands working in the woods or in the lawns. Rotzo, Asiago 
and Gallio decided to play the Tin Tan Nona everyday , while Canove plays it only during S. Mark 
fair ( April 17th-25th ).

“Tin tan nona, tin tan nona                                      Tin tan nona, tin tan nona
loitent kloken bomme Roane                                     the bells of Canove play
puben alle auf gastant                                              all the children have just got up
puben alle auf gastant                                              all the children have just got up
an gasoghet ist gabant                                             clothes have just worn
an gasoghet ist gabant.                                            clothes have just worn.

Tin tan nona, tin tan nona                                       Tin tan nona, tin tan nona
hoite zinghet vru dar hano                                      today the cock sings early
kemmet abar inn in haus                                         come to the kitchen
kemmet abar inn in haus                                         come to the kitchen
un iart zeghet gheenan an maus                             and you’ll see a running mouse
un iart zeghet gheenan an maus.                            and you’ll see a running mouse.

Tin tan nona, tin tan nona                                     Tin tan nona, tin tan nona
lichte machet us dar maano                                   the moon shines on us
un de katza sraighet miau                                      and the cat says miaow
un d katza sraighet miau                                        and the cat says miaow
zeght de maus un springhet drau                           it sees the mouse and jumps on it



zeght de maus un springhet drau.                          it sees the mouse and jumps on it.

Tin tan nona, tin tan nona                                     Tin tan nona, tin tan nona
pulta tumbar in de zoana,                                      let’s put the polenta in the basket
un in kese inn in sak                                               and the cheese in the bag
un in kese inn in sak                                               and the cheese in the bag
is ist palle mittartak                                               midday is coming soon
is ist palle mittartak.                                              midday is coming soon.

6- THE EGGS THROW
Since the half of the XIX century in Gallio there has been a traditional and strange competition, the 
eggs throw.
Every Monday after Easter people meet in front of the church to throw eggs from the churchyard.
This is a skill competition, where teams of 3 players throw hard boiled and painted eggs on the 
piazza Italia (Italia square). There are length and precision throws and at the end the winner is the 
team which gets the highest score.
It’s a funny tradition where men, women and children (only strictly from Gallio!) take part to the 
competition, that nowaday is organized from a club called “bocie de Gallio” (guys of Gallio).

For this event the girls paint about 1500 eggs and after the competition the eggs left over are given 
as a present to players and spectators.



Chapter XIII

“CIMBRICITY”

THE ESSENTIAL CIMBER

The pronunciation of cimber has just a few rules:
è and èe : as in “nest” or “rest”.
é and ee  as in “day”, “pray”, “say”.
ò and òo as in “door”.
ó and oo as in “owner”.
ö as the german ö or the french eu.
ü as the german ü or the french u.
aü as “oi” as in “coin”.
h as in “hotel”.
kh as in “speck”.
ch as the german ch.
z as the german z.
sch as the german sch or as in “shower” or “shelf”.
s as in “miss”.
ss as the german ss.

Welcome!                                                              Boolkhent!
How are you?                                                        Bia steesto?
Good morning!                                                      Guuten takh!
Good evening!                                                       Guuten aabend!
Good night!                                                            An guuta nacht!
Good-bye!                                                              Bar ségan-sich!
Mister                                                                     Hèere
Madam                                                                   Vrau
Nice to meet you!                                                  Ich han liip ségan-ach!
My name is...                                                         Ich pin ganaamet.../ Ich hòosse...
What’s your name?                                                Bia sait-ar ganaamet? / Bia hòosasto?
Where are you from?                                             Von bannont khimmasto?
Yes                                                                         Ja
No                                                                          Niet / Na
Have fun!                                                               Ich günn-ach zo fròoligan-sich!



Thank you                                                              Vorbàis Gott!
Sorry!                                                                     S tüür-mar ante.
What time is it?                                                      Biivel óarn is?
I love you                                                                Ich bill-dar bool
left                                                                           zénkhe
right                                                                         rèchte
spring                                                                       langhes
summer                                                                    suumar
autumn                                                                     hèrbest
winter                                                                       bintar
Monday                                                                    meentakh
Tuesday                                                                    èrtakh
Wednesday                                                               mittoch
Thursday                                                                   fiiztakh
Friday                                                                        vraitakh
Saturday                                                                    saastakh
Sunday                                                                      suntakh
one                                                                            òan
two                                                                            zbòa
three                                                                          drai
four                                                                           viar
five                                                                            vüf
six                                                                              sèks
seven                                                                         siban
eight                                                                           acht
nine                                                                            naün
ten                                                                              zègan
Why?                                                                          Zboi?
When?                                                                        Bénne?
What?                                                                         Bas?
Where?                                                                       Ba?
Who?                                                                          Bèar, beeme?

...want to learn more?

www.generell.de/cimbri

http://www.generell.de/cimbri
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